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Thank you for your comments and suggestions on how to make eBENCHMARKS more
user-friendly. Roxanna and I are learning as we go along, so you will see changes in
format and organization. With this issue, like the December issue, there are two
printable files. The first PDF file is only the articles and can be printed as a single
document. (You also can choose to print from your browser just the pages that you
would like to print out.) There is a table of contents on the first page that will guide
you to specific articles. The second PDF file contains all the individual articles and
includes the accompanying color photos. Ads are not contained in either PDF.

We have email addresses for all terrier judges who have their email listed on the AKC
website Judges’ Directory. We will send an email when each issue is up on the web,
and we’ll highlight the featured articles such as this issue’s coverage of the
Invitational. A similar announcement will be on Wheaten-L, Irishwheatens, and
scwtbreeder listservs. If you want an individual email sent to you, send me
(kccarlson@comcast.net) your name and email address.

Our plan is to have the quarterly issues up on each first day of March, June, September,
and December.



INCLUDE A PHOTO ON YOUR WHEATEN’S OFA RECORD

Now you can add a digital PHOTO to your OFA record! Show an actual photograph of your dog 
along with his health record. The fee for this service is $10, all of which will be donated to the AKC 
Canine Health Foundation’s Endowment Fund. Through the end of 2005, AKC/CHF will match the 
donation—so each photo will be a $20 donation to help canine health.

Since most professional photographs are copyrighted, be sure to obtain permission for using the 
photo. OFA has already obtained blanket permission from a number of photographers. They are 
listed on the website.

Check the OFA website for photo guidelines and information you need: http://www.offa.org/Like-
ness.html. You need either your dog’s OFA number or registration number to complete the applica-
tion. OFA accepts either MasterCard or Visa. Have fun, make a donation and let people see your 
Wheaten!

LEGISLATIVE ALERTS

The American Kennel Club’s Canine Legislation Department monitors and provides input for 
federal, state, and local legislation governing responsible dog ownership. AKC Canine Legislation 
also provides position statements. Visit the AKC website for alerts about pending federal, state, 
and local legislation that need your input. Note, in particular, the BSL (Breed Specific Legislation). 
Most of the alerts refer to changes in insurance restrictions and pricing: http://www.akc.org/news/
sections/legislative_alerts.cfm. Passage of restrictions will affect all of us!



January 2005

To the Editor, Benchmarks

I wrote the following to the owners of my Veteran Bitch Class at Montgomery and I
wanted to share my thoughts with others as well:

Well, I have finally waded through the classes on the DVD and will view Best of Breed
this afternoon. I just wanted to tell you all what a beautiful class the Veteran Bitch
class was! It really hit me as I was watching it. And I went back to my critique to see if I
commented on this. I did not and I am sorry for that. I think I was beginning to feel a
bit wiped out by then. So, I just had to write all of you to say it now. How very special
to have these lovely ladies looking so wonderful at their advanced ages! Thank you for
bringing them for all to see and appreciate.

Sincerely

Gay Dunlap

The following letter was sent to SCWTCA President, John Giles, in response to BENCHMARKS becoming an
online magazine. Dr. Lincicome asked that it be printed as a Letter To The Editor. It is followed by a
response from the editor.

In coming to the decision to publish Benchmarks only on the Internet and thus
discontinuing the usual hard copy, did the Board consider the implications in the future
for retrieval of the material published electronically? This is a question uppermost in
the minds of many in scientific publication, and to date there is no satisfactory solution



other than the traditional one of hard copy deposit in libraries.

This brings to mind a question that has occurred to me over the years as I have
published a series of papers on the Wheaten Terrier. Is there a safe deposit policy for
retrieval in place for the official organ of the club? If there is none then I would urge
that the Club develop a policy. This is important for the future of the organization and
the future of the breed.

In view of the uncertainty of future retrieval of electronically published records of the
Club, it would seem to me to be prudent to continue the hard copy of Benchmarks until
the question of future retrieval of electronic records is resolved.

Standards for publication and retrieval have long been of concern of the council of
Biology Editors [new name now Council of Science Editors] of which I have been a
member since the birth of this organization many years ago. As one of the authors of
the Council’s first edition of its Style Manual I have had a deep interest in record
preservation.

With best wishes, I am
Sincerely,

David Richard Lincicome, PhD, DABM, PAS, DACAP
Editor Emeritus, Experimental Parasitology
Guest Scientist, USDA

BENCHMARKS AND THE DIGITAL AGE
Carol Carlson

I asked several librarians for their views and advice. Here is what they told me.

Google is now going in to digitize Stanford University Press materials. This partnership
will make more literary resources available online and will also increase accessibility.
Stanford has been digitizing texts for years, but partnering with Google will ease the
technical and financial constraints that limited previous efforts, according to Michael A.
Keller, Stanford University librarian and publisher of both the Stanford University Press
and the HighWire Press, Stanford’s online co-publishing service for scholarly journals."

"Google announced on Dec. 14 that along with Stanford, the company would be
partnering with Harvard University, the University of Michigan, the University of Oxford,
and The New York Public Library to digitize parts of their library collections in an
expansion of the Google Print program. The program allows Internet users to search the
texts of books and other offline materials through a regular Google search.

Stanford University is also experimenting with LOCKSS (lots of copies keep stuff safe) as
a mechanism to have redundant archives of electronic journals on distributed servers.�
They have also run some experiments on migrating cached journal content from old to
new technology.�



“The issue of archiving is a big one, and I'm not sure that anyone has come up with
solutions for assuring that digital content will be available/usable in the future, say 50
to 100 years from now.� Most libraries are confident that solutions will appear in the
future and are canceling print copies.”�

Copies of online Benchmarks are being kept in several locations. The SCWTCA
webmaster has made a commitment�to keep all copies in an archival format.�Diane
Lunde, the SCWTCA archivist, has two copies of each of the print Benchmarks. I have
asked her to print and keep both the PDF and HTML format (with photos) beginning with
this issue, March 2005.
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Meet The Board
Carol Carlson 

Every year in October at the SCWTCA Annual Meeting, we have the opportunity to meet the 
new Board members. This past October, we met 4 new directors: Genie Kline, Cecily Skinner, Che-
rie Turner, and Barbara Zapf. Genie is from Alabama; her kennel name is Ivywild. Cecily is from 
California; her kennel name is Tara. Cherie is from Maryland; her kennel name is Frolic. Barb is 
from New Jersey (but soon, California); her kennel name is Redhill.

I thought this would be an appropriate time to introduce not only the new members but all of the 
members of the SCWTCA Board. That way those who didn’t make it to Montgomery would have the 
opportunity to get to know our leaders. John Giles, our president, is from Texas: his kennel name 
is Amadeus. Helen Moreland was previously a director and now is our vice-president. She is from 
Minnesota; her kennel name is Kuhullen. Kenna Kachel was previously a director and now is our 
treasurer. She is from Michigan; her kennel name is Kennally. Pam Donahue, our recording secretary 
is from Illinois; her kennel name is Grian. Ann Leigh, our corresponding secretary is from California; 
her kennel name is Starlight.

I chose to ask each of them a series of questions and for a photo of themselves, preferably with 
their dogs. You will see that our Board is a very interesting, experienced, and well-qualified group 
of people. Their combined ‘years in Wheatens’ is close to 200; ‘in all dogs,’ well over 300.

Here is a chance for you to meet each of our Board members and put a face to the name. You will 
see that each of them has more in his/her life than SCWTCA. Here is what I asked each of them.

•How and when did you first become interested in Wheatens? When did you get your first 
Wheaten? When did you join SCWTCA?

•What SCWTCA offices and committees have you worked on and how long have you been an 
active member?

•What all breed, obedience, agility, or breed clubs do you belong to? How are you involved 
(offices, committees, etc.)? Do you have any other special club or work experience, e.g. 
P.T.A., that especially qualifies you for the SCWTCA Board?

•How many litters have you bred?

•Who was your first finished champion, performance title holder, etc.?

•What is the funniest thing that happened to you at a dog show when you first started out?

•If you could pick one thing to focus on for the next year, what would it be and why?

 
JOHN GILES, PRESIDENT

Heather and I have both spent most of our lives in Houston. We met in High School and while 
Heather was getting a fine arts degree in music, I was getting my degree in electrical engineering. 
Immediately out of the university, I began a career in technical sales which lead to a long associa-
tion with a large German manufacturer of industrial mixing equipment. All through the 1980s and 
1990s, I traveled extensively all over the US and to Europe, at least 3-4 times a year.



Heather and I now have our own company. We sell our own line of mixers for dry materials, mostly 
plastics. We still travel extensively, mostly in the US, and as much as possible in the motor home 
— something we love doing.

Animals have always been an important part of our lives. We had horses for more than twenty years 
that Heather showed in Hunter competitions. She saw a Wheaten at a horse show, and we got our 
first Wheaten, Daisy, as a pet in 1985. Heather then pointed out that I had no hobbies. All I did was 
work, and we needed to get a second Wheaten for me to show. We did. Does this still qualify as a 
hobby?

We joined SCWTCA in 1990. Since then, I have served as 
a director, corresponding secretary, vice-president, and 
president. We are also members of our local all breed 
dog club, the Cypress Creek Kennel Club; and have I have 
served numerous times as Obedience Chair and on the 
Judges Committee.

We began our activities in Wheatens at dog shows. Heath-
er showed our first Wheaten, Glimeren Glee Daisy, to her 
CD. Our first breed ring dog was Ch. Amaden’s Keystone 
Cowboy ROM, “Maestro,” whom I had the privilege of 
showing (pictured here). Of course the next step was to 
begin a breeding program. All of our litters were sired in 
the grooming room and whelped in the study — an effort 
to produce beautiful, intelligent puppies.

The early years with the dogs are probably the most fun. 
Everything is full of new experiences. But, after a while, 
you begin to lose them; and it gets much more serious. I 
am sure that I am just like all the other Board members, 
and the key focal point never changes: it is health.

Heather and I worry about maintaining health as the first 
defense against disease. We have lost all our dogs to can-

cer, and there are some remarkable treatments available now. Still, it is the number one killer of 
dogs and people, and it is best to try to avoid it. As we have learned, there is not a quick and easy 
answer to any of our major health problems; avoidance is likely the best course for most of the 
diseases we face with our Wheatens.

Of late, another concern has developed. Health is such a consuming issue, it is often difficult to ad-
dress the other aspects of our club: our breed and our dog-related activities. That is risky as well. 
We should not lose sight of the big picture.



3 PUPPIES

IT’S LUCKY I’M CUTE

FLYING HIGH

HELEN MORELAND, VICE PRESIDENT

Ever since buying my first Wheaten in 1974, I 
have shown them. In the early days I was in the ring more 
often than recently. I bred -several litters during my 30 
years of owning Wheatens and active participation; how-
ever, I’ve only bred one litter in the past 2 1/2 years.

I served on the Board of the Minneapolis Kennel Club and 
as its Education Coordinator for many years. I was a direc-
tor of SCWTCA and am now vice-president.

As a breeder-judge, I have judged several local club SCWT 
Sweepstakes; I judged Sweeps twice for MCKC Specialties.

My primary goal: healthy, happy Wheatens. I am very 
interested in and actively pursing research specific to 
Wheatens on behalf of SCWTCA, Inc.

Editor’s note: Helen is too modest to brag about her artistic 
talents. She has contributed some of her original artwork for 
SCWTCA fundraisers and always has everyday and holiday cards 
available. Here are some samples of her work.

 
 



PAM DONAHUE, RECORDING SECRETARY

I am Pam Donahue and am currently serving the SCWTCA, Inc. as recording secretary. My 
husband, Dave, and I have been married for forty years. We have two daughters and five grandchil-
dren. We live on five acres in rural northern Illinois with our seven Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers. 
We have owned and loved Wheatens for 28 years. Dave is very active in his retirement: playing 
golf, wind surfing, trout fishing, and photography. I continue to do the things I’ve always done: vol-
unteering in the community, enjoying our grandchildren, breeding and showing dogs, and oversee-
ing the care of my elderly mother.

My interest in Wheatens began when our old Miniature 
Schnauzer died in 1977. Smoky was the perfect dog and 
never barked. He was a very unusual Schnauzer, and 
we felt we should perhaps find another breed to avoid 
comparisons. While walking in the neighborhood, I met 
a Wheaten Terrier puppy. I knew I had to have a dog like 
this. The search began and was successfully concluded 
-within a week. Back in those days, it seemed easy. Now, 
that time frame would be a miracle. Two years later, we 
purchased our first show quality Wheaten and the rest is 
history.

I joined the SCWTCA in 1981 to enhance my knowledge 
of the breed and have developed many friendships within 
the club. An active member, I’ve held the offices of direc-
tor, corresponding secretary, recording secretary, presi-

dent for 5 years, and vice-president. The years of board experience taught me to understand the 
business workings of the club as well as understand that dog people can achieve good things for 
their breed if they work together.

I also belonged to the Kishwaukee Kennel Club for 20 years and held the offices of Secretary and 
president for many of those years. Having worked on many all breed dog shows in numerous capaci-
ties, I love the day of the show when everything all comes together.

Besides my dog activities, I’ve been involved in many clubs and served on many boards. I’ve been 
a grade school and middle school PTA president, high school Booster Club president, served on the 
Board of the local American Red Cross, served on the board of United Cerebral Palsy, been active 
in the Junior League, was president of the Rockford Woman’s Golf Association, chaired an Illinois 
Woman’s State Golf Tournament, served on the board of a hospital auxiliary, did Denver Devel-
opmental Screening testing on low birth weight babies, and organized two weddings. All of these 
activities have served to teach me the need for organization, cooperation, fiduciary responsibility, 
and teamwork.

My first finished champion was Ch. Marima’s Apple Honey, ROM. Very tough mentors forced me to 
learn to groom and exhibit my own dogs. Over the years, I have finished 25 Wheatens showing all 
but one myself. I love whelping and raising baby puppies and have had 35 litters. 

The editor has asked what was the funniest thing that happened in my early days of showing. Noth-
ing funny happened back then, since I took things very seriously. However, one year on a National 
Specialty weekend at the Hatboro dog show in front of hundreds of people in a very muddy ring, I 



ANN WITH BOBBY & JADE

took a huge fall in which I launched into the air with both feet. My shoes flew off, and one sailed 
up fifteen feet in the air. The crowd groaned in unison when they saw it happen. I lay on the ground 
stunned, and the very considerate judge rushed over and asked me if my dog was ok. The dog was 
just fine and seemed totally unconcerned. She already knew I was a very strange lady. In my de-
fense, I must tell you that I never let go of the lead.

If I could pick one thing to focus on for the next year, it would be team building among the SCWTCA 
membership. We all care for this breed, and we must somehow join the many diverse opinions into 
positive actions that benefit our dogs. Sometimes people forget that the dogs are what this Club is 
all about.

 
ANN LEIGH, CORRESPONDING SECRETARY

My very first Wheaten came from the late Ev-
erett Keller of Ballyhoo Wheatens, in 1987. ‘Chel-
sea’ was a wonderful girl who lived to the ripe old 
age of 15 years.

I have been an active member of SCWTC of South-
ern California since 1987, serving on the Board for 
10 years,- president for 2 years.

I became a member of SCWTCA in 1988. I have 
served as corresponding secretary for almost 5 
years. In addition, I work with Cecily Skinner on 
fundraising.

My proudest dog show moment came last year at 
Crufts when Eng Ch. Abiqua Wild Kiss at Midnight 
earned her championship by winning Best Bitch and 
Best of Breed. She was sired by my homebred Ch. 
Starlight Wild Basil.

I enjoy the camaraderie and working toward the 
health and well-being of our wonderful breed. My 
husband, Sam, has always been very supportive of 
my ‘hobby’ and will occasionally accompany me to a dog 
show to cheer me on. 

KENNA KACHEL, TREASURER

In 1987, I lost my Collie mix that had been my companion for 14 years. She was my faithful 
friend through good times and not so good times. She accepted the addition of my husband into 
our household and then the really big sacrifice — a human sibling. Losing her left a huge hole in my 
heart, and it took 2 years before I was ready to consider a new family member. I went to the library 
and found books on how to choose a dog for your family since my son was 5 at that point.



It looked as though Wheatens and Airedales were the best match, and it sounded as though Aire-
dales required a heavier hand than I have. So I set off in search of a Wheaten, sight unseen. It was 
love at first sight.

My first Wheaten was AmCan Ch. Ballymena’s Kelsey who began her reign at the Kachel home in 
1989. Our intention was that she was the family pet. She had other ideas. She had a certain spark 
at obedience class that made the instructors suggest she would be great in the ring. They meant 
the obedience ring, but we tried the show ring. She finished her Canadian Championship easily and 
finished her American Championship, less easily, teaching me many valuable lessons along the way. 
Kelsey had one litter of puppies, four of whom finished their American Championships, including 
specialty wins and group placements. That was it — I was hooked. Queen Kelsey still reigns over the 
Kachel home as she approaches her 16th birthday. 
My son has asked if she will be getting her driver’s 
license. But why would she do that when she has a 
whole staff to carry her wherever she wishes to go?

I have served in several positions in the Motor City 
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club, including board 
member, corresponding secretary, treasurer, and 
currently president (pretty much whatever no-
body else wanted to do); and of course, the role 
I am probably most known for, I am Chairman of 
the Motor City Boutique. I have been a member of 
SCWTCA, Inc. for over 10 years. Prior to becoming a 
director, I helped in minor roles with Montgomery. I 
was a director for one year before becoming trea-
surer. I am also a director of the SCWT Endowment 
Fund.

In order to support my dog habit, I am a CPA in my 
real life. I have been a sole practitioner with my 
own practice since 1980. I serve small and medium 
size businesses as well as individuals, trusts, and 
non-profit entities with the assistance of a small 
staff.

I live in Bloomfield, Michigan with my husband, Al. 
We will be celebrating our 25th anniversary this 
year. Our limited edition son, Matthew, just celebrated his 21st birthday and attends Michigan State 
University where he is majoring in International Relations and Finance. And, of course, HRH Kelsey 
(pictured above with Molly) and Dylan, AKA Ch. Hamkel Celtic Traveller.

As treasurer of SCWTCA, Inc., my primary focus must be on managing the club’s funds, the job that 
I was elected to do. I hope to help find a way for our Club to move in a more unified direction to-
ward finding solutions to the serious issues facing our breed. I think we all have the same goal.



GENIE KLINE, DIRECTOR

I grew up in Kansas farm country, attended the U of Kansas, and was proposed to by my soul 
mate with a promise we would see the world with his career in the Air Force. After graduation, we 
spent the next 8 years in Kansas with the Air Force. We have lived in California, Mississippi, Texas, 
Alabama, Okinawa Japan, Missouri, Delaware, and back to Alabama until retirement. This was our 
third time being stationed in Alabama, so we just gave up and stayed here.

On my 50th birthday Bob gave me a Clanheath 
Wheaten — a pet we thought — until Bryan 
McNamara showed her in Sweeps somewhere, 
and she won. We were hooked and have loved 
the Fancy since. Thank you, my sweet departed 
Ch. Clanheath H’Full’O Wildflower. Thank you, 
Clanheath, for having the faith in us to further 
the Breed.

I am now president of the Montgomery, AL Ken-
nel Club. I am active in rescue and in training 
classes, and I helped put on two fine all breed 
shows in Montgomery. I have served 5 years on 
the SCWTCA Board as corresponding secretary; 
I am now a Director. I am also a director of the 
SCWT Endowment Fund.

I am very interested in Wheaten Rescue. As I said in my article in the last Benchmarks (December 
2004), we need club members who know Wheatens and the Wheaten temperament to help with our 
rescue efforts.

Bob and I live with 3 precious spoiled Wheatens (pictured above): Flynn age 12; Gypsie, 9; Mazie, 
4. Mazie is the only one that has no problem being on the sofa. The others know it is a “no-no.”

CECILY SKINNER, DIRECTOR

When I’m not busy with ‘dog things,’ I’m at our restaurant with my husband, Ken. We’ve 
been in the business for nearly 25 years. Fio Rito’s, a ‘neighborhood’ Italian restaurant, features 
our own homemade specialties. Our customers are wonderful, and we probably know 75% of them 
by name. Generation after generation come back to Fio’s! Our own family has a new generation . . 
. our 15 month old grandson, Eric. He’s a real joy, and we were so happy to hear him call us “Nana” 
and “Papa” for the first time!

In 1988, I discovered Wheatens while looking for Golden Retriever breeders at a dog show. Six 
months later we got Abby, our first Wheaten. Abby was never bred but made her contribution to 
Wheatens by being the first dog to enter the SCWTCA Geriatric Dog Study.

Two and a half years after we got Abby, I decided I wanted a show dog! We got Willie from Karla 
Cohen who became a dear friend. Karla got me involved with the local club and the show ring. I 
jumped in and found I loved the dogs and the competition in the ring. Willie became my first cham-
pion, and I’ve been owner-handling ever since.



CECILY WITH TONEY

CHERIE WITH PARKER

I’ve been involved with dog clubs for over 14 
years. I served on the board of the SCWTCSC for 
10 years and held most offices including president. 
I’m also a board member of Great Western Terrier 
Association and currently serve as first vice-presi-
dent and Show Chair for their Specialty Weekend. I 
was also fortunate to be Show Chair for Montgom-
ery Weekend two years ago and had a great time 
working with other SCWTCA members throughout 
the country. I’ve had many wonderful mentors dur-
ing my time in dogs, and their friendship is one of 
the true blessings of our Wheaten community.

My job as a Health Coordinator for our club has 
provided many challenges. My goal is to improve 
all areas of Wheaten health and to make up to 
date health information available to Wheaten 
owners, particularly those who have no breeders 
to turn to. We are fortunate as a club to have so 
many members who are dedicated to improving the 
health of our breed and who freely give their time 
to a va-
riety of 
projects. 
By work-

ing together, supporting each other and 
sharing knowledge we can provide a better future for our 
dogs.

 
CHERIE TURNER, DIRECTOR

I got my first Wheaten in 1982. My husband wanted 
a mutt, and I wanted a dog I could show. I had shown 
Dobermans before I met him and wanted to continue in 
the sport. When I was showing my Doberman, I would 
watch the terrier handlers in the grooming area, shake 
my head, and think something like “look at those crazy 
people doing all that work to get ready for the show ring, 
I’ll never do that — I like my ‘wash and wear’ dog.” Little 
did I know that I would some day get a terrier and not 
only do all that work, but enjoy it. We went to a dog show 
and, when we saw the Wheaten, our minds were made 
up. ‘Ungroomed,’ a Wheaten can be kind of mutt-looking, 
and it was a dog that I could show. Added to that was the 
happy-go-lucky personality.    

I currently belong to 2 all breed clubs: 
Maryland Kennel Club and the Morris 



and Essex. I am a member of Delaware Valley SCWTC. I have served as the Specialty Chairman and 
the Education Chair for this club. I am a member of the Columbia Terrier Association of Maryland; I 
serve on the Board and as the Show Chairman. At the present time, I am president of the Maryland 
SCWT Association. This is my first year as a SCWTCA board member. 

I feel certain that I would not have persevered, nor been successful in showing and grooming 
(which I still find to be a challenge) my own dogs, without the guidance that Marjorie Shoemaker 
has given me over the years. 

For the next year, my focus will be two fold: learning how the club works, and contributing some-
thing positive that will be a benefit to all club members while remembering that it is all about the 
dogs.

BARBARA ZAPF, DIRECTOR

I’m Barbara Zapf, one of the newest members of your Board of Directors. I was born in Los 
Angeles and lived the majority of my life in various parts of CA. During that time, my company sent 
me to New Jersey for a two-year special assignment. I returned to CA in 1989 and stayed there until 
I was relocated again to NJ in 1995. I’ve been here ever since. Now that I’m retired, it makes sense 
to return to CA so I can be near my family. Besides, I plan to move to the San Diego area where the 
weather is much nicer.

I spent my “working” career in a number of different positions, most of them associated in some 
way with finance. My two favorite ones were in auditing and tax. However, after nearly 30 years 
with AT&T, retirement is the best job of all and the 
one my dogs much prefer.

At this point in my life it seems very strange, but 
I didn’t grow up with dogs. In fact, my parents 
weren’t even fond of pets. Once I was on my own I 
had a variety of dogs, most of them of the Heinz 57 
variety.

My first purebred was Sweeper, a German Wire-
haired Pointer (GWP), who joined the family in 
1976. He was followed shortly by a second GWP, 
Holly. Although my intent was for both of them to 
become champions, that wasn’t to be. Unfortunate-
ly, Sweeper, who had all of the right stuff, abso-
lutely hated the show ring. He preferred being in 
the field doing what he was bred to do, hunt birds. 
While Holly had many wonderful qualities, she 
lacked that little extra to be competitive. So, the 
focus changed to training and very limited breed-
ing.

After losing both of them, we were dogless until 
the house just became too quiet with the kids grown and on their own. I did a lot of research on a 



number of breeds, but kept going back to the Wheaten I saw frequently being walked in my neigh-
borhood. That was 1993, and Bacall entered my life. I joined SCWTCA three years later and have 
been active ever since. In the meantime, Bacall earned her Canine Good Citizen title and became 
my first Champion.

Since you can’t have just one Wheaten, Lacey joined the clan in 1996 and went on to become our 
second Champion. She was also the mother of our first litter, born in 1998. Lacey had two litters, as 
did two of her daughters. In 1997, I imported my first Irish-born Wheaten. I co-bred two litters and 
also had one litter out of a daughter resulting from one of those two litters.

Over the years, I’ve been active in a variety of organizations, dog and non-dog. Some of the “peo-
ple” groups included the Business and Professional Woman’s Club, PTA, Junior Woman’s Club, Junior 
Chamber of Commerce Wives’ Club. In those groups I played a of variety roles, ranging from com-
mittee member to committee chair, secretary, treasurer, vice-president, and president. Now that 
dogs are my focus, the people groups are history. I’m currently a member of the Garden State All 
Terrier Club, the Delaware Valley SCWTC where I was president and, of course, the SCWTCA.

From a personal perspective, now that I theoretically have more time on my hands, I plan to work 
more with my dogs in performance events. I’m very fortunate to have an excellent training school 
not far from where I live. They offer most any type of class, including agility, rally, and obedience. 
Rally is the event that I’ve decided will work best for us. With any luck, I’ll find a school with the 
same level of quality in their teachers and the variety of opportunities once I get to CA, which I 
hope will be before summer.



Remembering Wallie Ladd
.

Yvonne Cannon

Wallie Ladd, my father, died peacefully on the 27th of December, 2004, after a short illness. 
Wallie commenced his life in the dog showing world when he and his brother, Morris, showed Samo-

yeds in the 1950s under the Carliyan prefix. 
Wallie then had a brief encounter with Springer 
Spaniels, but it was in the mid 60s that he 
encountered the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier 
and, with the help of Matt Blake, acquired his 
first Wheaten. From that moment on there was 
no other breed in his eyes.

He was a great friend of Matt Blake’s and often 
the two would travel to shows together here in 
Ireland and in the UK promoting the Soft Coat-
ed Wheaten Terrier to anyone who showed an 
interest and was prepared to listen. They would 
also travel all over the country to look at Soft 
Coated Wheaten Terriers, including possible 
dogs to use; and I can recall conversations on 
some dogs they had watched working in places 
like Limerick and Waterford.

He was always delighted to speak to anyone 
who was interested in and needed help or 
information on the breed. To say that he was 
passionate and protective about the breed 
(which he really deemed his breed) is an under-
statement.  This passion and protectiveness led 

him to be quite outspoken should the need arise, and it didn’t bother him if his comments met with 
controversy. He never took any adverse comments personally; it was simply all in the name of the 
Irish Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier.

Jennifer Mulholland

I am persuaded that Wallie Ladd actually decided to say good-bye on December 27th. Leav-
ing all who knew him in a state of shock.. As written in the article below, he was a “man of his 
own” who knew exactly what he wanted...and what he did not want. A true character, he has left a 
void around the Irish show rings; even if he was not showing, he was often there to “keep an eye” 
on his breed and share his tongue-in-cheek sense of humour with those around. 

Incapable of truly reflecting such a character, I turned to his only daughter, Yvonne Cannon, who 
kindly gave me permission to share her tribute with you. Yvonne breeds Shih Tzus under the 
Cloughlea affix and is also well known in Ireland for her articles in the Irish Canine Press. The Cor-
rlough Wheatens are now safely in her care. The photo of Wallie was taken in 1997—with him, his 
very special “Muffin” who was always by his side and who now lives with Yvonne and her family.



Some of his earlier dogs were Corrlough Korney Kaper and Corrlough Kornier Still; and then, in the 
mid ’70s followed Corrlough Cannon Ball and Corrlough Cheeky Chops, who were owned in part-
nership with me. Corrlough Cheeky Chops had won at championship level and would hold her own 
should she be shown today. Business commitments took Wallie away from the show ring, and so 
he had to let the Wheatens take a back seat for a good number of years. It wasn’t until he retired 
that he had the time and commitment to return to his breed, and Ballyfolye Silke at Corrlough (his 
beloved Muffin) was purchased in 1992. She was shown with considerable success gaining her Irish 
title a number of years later. Newkdara Salsa Dancer At Corrlough gained her Irish title some years 
later again. Muffin was his companion right up until Wallie went into hospital. He bred a number of 
litters, with Corrlough Wheatens currently residing in Sweden, the UK, and the U.S.A. 

Wallie had many interests other than his dogs: bee keeping, gardening (particularly his roses), 
fishing, and regularly completing the Crosaire cryptic crossword in the Irish Times newspaper at a 
single sitting.

I have been reading letters 
from those who knew him 
well, and words like “charac-
ter,” “unrelenting,” and “his 
own person” are just a few 
used to describe his larger 
than life personality. For me, 
the one phrase that someone 
wrote summed up the way 
he felt about the Irish Soft 
Coated Wheaten Terrier as 
a breed. “It was his tenac-
ity in wanting to do the right 
thing for the Irish Soft Coated 
Wheaten Terrier which was to 
be admired.”



SHANDALEE OUTWARD BOUND “Bailey” 
Apr.10’89 
(CH Wildflower Stardust ROM x CH Shandalee Glory Bound)
Bailey is doing great. At age 15 1/2, despite a little hearing loss, she’s still has a lot of spunk. She’s 
a great family dog, loves everyone, and keeps us smiling.

GALWAY BUNDLE OF JOY “Kilkee” 
Oct.26’89
(CH Waterford Second Time Around ROM x Elysian’s Celestial Fantasy)

LONESTAR’S THE BLUE KNIGHT “Murphy” 
May5’89
(CH Lontree Starry Knight x CH Lontree’s Pocketful O’Rye) 
Murphy is a joy to his owner, Terry Ames of Springfield, Va.  He’s a total lovebug!!

CH GLEANNGAY STARLIGHT “Stella” 
Nov.2’89 
(CH Wildflower Stardust ROM x CH Gleanngay Juniper Berry)
Stella is granddam of “Dickens’’ (CH Gleanngay Daring Display ROM).
“Stella has been so well these weeks. She has always loved being in 
on any activity, especially in the kitchen. Now she seems even more 
involved. She will stand for over an 
hour, sometimes two or three, to 
watch food being prepared, stove 
and oven cleaned, etc. She came 
for me last night when the oven 
buzzed to say that the fish was 
ready! Last week she trailed the 
man who was fixing the alarm all 
over the house for over an hour. 
She certainly does not know she is 
fifteen years old!”
—Aileen Canter



CH ARANBRIAR ANDORRA “Marmie” 
Dec.2’89
(CH Bantry Bay Gleanngay Kashmir x CH Carrigan’s 
Aran Isle)
Marmie was MCKC RWB October, 1991, shown by 
Penny Belviso. Nik’s Aunt Marmie (pictured right) 
is a very active, healthy 15-year-old. She enjoys 
walks, playing with the Nikster, and eating grassfed 
bison. 
—Judith Pittman

CH ORION’S RED STORM RISING “Lacey” 
Jul.10’90
(CH Lontree King Charles O’Orion x CH Lontree’s Twinkle Star)
Lacey will turn 15 years young on July 10, 2005. She is a bit 
“out there,” but is still a lot of fun. Her favorite sport is 
eating her 2 1/2 cups of food and then trying to eat everyone 
else’s! She still enjoys running in the backyard, burrowing and 
playing in the snow, riding in the car (as pictured left), and 
unraveling things…yes, like carpets! Thanks to Betsy Geertson 
for this wonderful girl!!!!
—Wendy & Tom Neill

Littermates:
CanCH CASHEL’S DIAMONDS ‘R FOREVER “PJ”
CASHEL’S I SPY PIDA “MOLLY” 
Jul.9’90

(CH Gleanngay Holiday ROM x CanAmCH Cashel’s For Your Eyes Only)

Littermates: 
CanCH CASHEL’S BUSHMILLS GOLD BIS “Wexford”
CASHEL’S CHAMPAGNE CARA “Cara” or “Boo”
CASHEL’S CHARDONNAY “Abby”
CASHEL’S CHENIN BLANC “Kelsey”
CASHEL’S SEMILLON SWEENEY “Brody” 
Jul.1’90 
(CH Gleanngay Medicine Man ROM x Holweit’s Ddoubl’Llisious)

BANTRY BAY KHYBER PASS “Bert” 
Dec.17’90  
(CH Kairi Bantry Bay Cary Grant x CH Amadens Kash Sterling)
“Bert is happy, healthy and a good eater,” says his owner, Joan Mc Bride. “He is the handsomest 
dog in the neighborhood.”



CH ERINDALES FIRST N’FOREMOST “Esprit” 
Nov.08’90
(CH Doubloon’s Winter Wood x CH Marquee’s The Tempest)
If you didn’t know, you would never believe that Esprit is 14 years of age. She romps through the 
house with our 2-year-old Wheaten “Kate” chasing like a puppy. She loves her dinner and giving 
kisses. No dog has ever given as many kisses through her life as Esprit. We welcome many more in 
the years ahead.

CanAmCH CARRIGAN’S KNIGHT TIDE “Thomas” 
Jan.11’91
(CH Legacy Moonlit Knight ROM x CH Carrigan’s April Memory)

Thomas has enjoyed good health. A real sweetie, he’s 
a great representative of the breed. I especially like 
his flowing, golden, shiny coat, tiny well-set ears, and 
beautiful clean, rectangular head. Bred by Barb & 
Allan Goldie. Co-owned by Barb, Mary Owen, and Helen 
Moreland. Shown (left) by Delores Burkholder.         
—Helen Moreland       

 
 

CH PAISLEY AFTER MIDNIGHT ROM, “Jack” 
Mar.1’91

(CH Legacy Moonlit Knight ROM x CH Wildflower China Doll)
Jack is a little deaf, very stiff due to a back injury a few years 
ago, and extremely demanding. He still has that glorious coat 

and color (see picture right) and, when he’s not barking madly 
because he wants to eat or to 

go out, he still makes us laugh. 
  —Kathy McIndoe

CH MARQUEE’S TELL IT TO THE JUDGE CD,HIC,TDI,CGC 
“Tucker” 
Mar.8’91
(CH Carlinayer Flight Of Fancy x CH Ballyhoo’s That’s Show Biz)
Here (left) is Tucker watching the dog show with his best friend, 
8-month-old Scandal. Of seven pups in the litter, five are still 
with us. Tucker has been my first and “everything” Wheaten, 
participating in conformation, obedience, herding, therapy 
work, and always a loving companion.  
  —Marcia Weisman and Richard & Sonya Urquhart. 



BLUE MOUNTAIN BARLEY “Barley” 
Apr.14’91 
(CH Kardeans See The Sparks Fly x CH Lontree Sparkles Plenty)
Barley has just returned from a visit to her vet (a yeast infection in her ear), and the vet was 
amazed that she was pushing 14. She said Barley must have very good genes! She still hops up and 
down from our bed, chases squirrels, hears and sees sufficiently well, and can’t wait for the next 
walk. In March, she will be in her 5th Pittsburgh St Patrick’s Day parade along with about 35 other 
Wheaties. Barley was bred by Joy Laylon.  —Rita Coney
 

CELEBRATING LONG LIFE
Littermates: 
CanAmCH CASHEL’S FOR YOUR EYES ONLY “Chelsea”     Mar.27’88 – Apr.’04
CanCH CASHEL’S ALL TIME HIGH “Dylan”    Mar.27’88 – 2004
(CanAmCH Doubloon’s Winter Wood x CanCH Holweit’s Ddoubl’ Llisious)

SHANDALEE SATIN DOLL, CD,CGC “Cookie” Nov.12’88 – Feb.10’04
(CH Wildflower Stardust ROM x CH Shandalee Write On Lacey)
Cookie’s birthday was celebrated by some newcomers, her 7 ten-day-old great-great grandchildren 
SHE was unimpressed and celebrated in her favorite way – with a good meal and a nap (or a few 
dozen). We will miss her now that she is gone.        —Pam & John Mandeville

Littermates:
GALWAY AFFINITY TO FAME ”Chase”  Nov.18’88 - Jan.21’03
GALWAY APPLE BLOSSOM “Rosie”   Nov.18’88 - Feb.8’03
GALWAY ACCENT ON STYLE “Brinn”   Nov.18’88 - Aug.’03
GALWAY AMBER GLOW “Misty”   Nov.18’88 - 12’2003
(CH Wildflower Stardust ROM x Elysian’s Celestial Fantasy)

“GINGER”   Nov.28’88 - Mar.’04 
(CH Gleanngay Medicine Man x CH Gleanngay Sister 

Moon) 
—pictured here with owner, Warren Garner  



CH HARBOUR HILL RUFFLES ‘N LACE “Ruffles”  
Feb.14’89 - Sept.29’04 
(CH Wildflower Gold Dust x CH Wildflower Morning Glory) 
Owned by Nick & Pat Scheuer 
Group winning champion, wonderful mother, loving 
companion.  We miss you.

CanAmCH CASHEL’S SPYMASTER  “Walker”    Jul.9’90 – Nov.’04
(CH Gleanngay Holliday ROM x CanAmCH Cashel’s For Your Eyes Only)

CASHEL’S DOM PERIGNON “Bailey”    Jul.1’90 – 2004
(CH Geanngay Medicine Man ROM x CanAmCH Cashel’s For Your Eyes Only)
—died last year from cancer.



AKC 2004 PARENT CLUB CONFERENCE  
REPORT

 Elaine Azerolo

The 2004 AKC Parent Club Conference was held October 22-24 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Each par-
ent club (national breed club) was invited to send two participants. SCWTCA was represented by 
Kenna Kachel, treasurer, and Elaine Azerolo, past president. Representatives from 150 parent clubs 
attended. The American Kennel Club, AKC Companion Animal Recovery (CAR), and IAMS Company 
sponsored the conference. The AKC Delegate Parent Club Committee, chaired by Pat Laurens, orga-
nized the event assisted by AKC staff. 

The conference focused on ways to more effectively reach parent club goals. A variety of topics 
important to breed clubs were addressed by speakers, panelists, and discussion groups during the 
weekend. Topics included education of members, breeders and judges, communication with mem-
bers and the public, specialty events, rescue programs, finances, legal issues, canine legislation, 
and AKC programs and procedures. Parent club members with specific expertise and experience and 
AKC, CAR, and IAMS personnel served as speakers, panelists, and discussion leaders.

The parent clubs share many common goals and face similar challenges in promoting and protecting 
their breeds. They differ in size, resources, and club structure. For example, club size ranged from 
over 5000 members in the Golden Retriever Club of America to fewer than 100 members in some 
clubs.

Recognizing these differences, sessions on rescue, publications, and national specialties were 
divided into two sections: one for clubs with over 400 members and one for smaller clubs. In the 
national specialty session, one speaker had chaired his club’s national specialty which had a total 
of 38 conformation entries. The other speaker, also a national specialty chair, organized a ten-day 
event with 1500 conformation entries plus numerous performance and educational events.

The conference began Friday evening with informal discussion groups. The club officers group 
shared ideas for ways to use the Internet effectively, to encourage participation by club members, 
and to organize national specialty events. Other groups discussed docking and cropping issues and 
lost pet return programs.

Resource room displays of electronic and printed materials produced by national breed clubs were 
available Friday and throughout the weekend. SCWTCA contributed copies of the Yearbook, Bench-
marks, Illustrated Standard, and Owner’s Manual for the display. Club websites could be accessed 
on computers in the resource rooms, also. 

Saturday and Sunday schedules included four general sessions and four break-out sessions where 
three different topics were presented concurrently.

Several speakers from AKC were featured including Chairman of the Board, Ron Menaker, welcom-
ing participants and President/CEO, Dennis Sprung, describing corporate structure and responsibili-
ties. Mike Liosis, AKC Director of Club Relations, talked about legal issues which clubs may face 
ranging from use of email for club business to by-laws disputes. Other staff members discussed AKC 
policy and programs which affect parent clubs.



Judges’ education was addressed by Mari-Beth O’Neill, AKC Vice-President Corporate Training and 
Development, and Mary Ann Alston, AKC Director of Judging Operations. O’Neill emphasized that 
parent club judges presentations should be consistent with the breed standard, visual, concise, and 
inclusive. She suggests that clubs use standardized materials and train several different individuals 
to be presenters. Presenters should be good speakers, thoroughly familiar with the breed. Alston 
suggests “welcoming” newly approved breed judges by automatically sending educational materi-
als. Parent club members David Behrens (Briards) and Mike Teeling (Rhodesian Ridgebacks) gave 
pointers on using technology and developing a CD or DVD presentation for judges’ education.

Thomas Sharp, AKC Assistant Vice-President Compliance, discussed AKC compliance and discipline. 
He stated that AKC inspects breeders who register seven or more litters a year or if a written com-
plaint with substantiating evidence against them is received. Virtually all auctions are inspected. 
Pups at auctions must be at least eight weeks old and microchipped to receive AKC papers. Frozen 
semen facilities are also inspected. Sharp described the detailed procedure for holding event com-
mittee hearings when an “act prejudicial to the sport” occurs at a parent club event. He noted 
that the committee determines “guilt” and AKC assigns the penalty.  

AKC Companion Animal Recovery (CAR) President/CEO, Dr. Carmen Battaglia, described the AKC/
CAR program and noted that 232,757 lost pets had been returned to owners through the program 
since 1995. The database includes 2.5 million pets of 35 different species; about 2 million are dogs. 
CAR registers pets with any type of microchip or tattoo identification. CAR offers the advantage of 
24/7 service plus the permanence of the AKC. 

The importance of canine legislation to parent clubs was emphasized. Patti Strand, AKC Board 
Member, cautioned that the well-organized, well-funded animal rights movement is a real threat to 
dog breeders and fanciers. Dr. James Holt, AKC Federal Government Relations Consultant, agreed, 
saying that parent clubs need to develop an understanding of the true nature of the animal rights 
movement. He stressed the need for political involvement beginning at the local level. Noreen Bax-
ter, AKC Vice-President Communications, reminded the group that AKC has publications available to 
help breed clubs working to protect the interests of dog breeders and owners, including a website 
newsletter on canine legislation.

Parent clubs need to position themselves as the best source of information for prospective puppy 
buyers according to Dr. Patricia Haines, AKC Board Member. She stated that buying from a respon-
sible breeder is the most difficult way to buy a dog, requiring patience and persistence. Public rela-
tions techniques to help parent clubs reach and educate the public were presented by Daisy Okas, 
AKC Assistant Vice-President Communications.

Financial issues from record-keeping procedures to Internal Revenue Service regulations were ad-
dressed by attorney Edmund Sledzik, American Lhasa Apso Club.

A parent club should have an on-going plan for educating and mentoring members, breeders, and 
owners, stated Dr. Claudia Orlandi, Bassett Hound Club of America. She suggests setting goals, 
starting small and using the expertise of club members to develop materials and programs. The 
BHCA home study course, “ABC’s of Breeding, What Every Dog Breeder Should Know,” was sum-
marized as an example. Written by Orlandi, it is based on information from several standard refer-
ences. It features a 368-page manual complete with self-test questions. The easy-to-read pages are 
designed in a “PowerPoint” presentation format.



Dr. Dan Carey, representing IAMS, described possible effects of diet on canine trainability and be-
havior. The IAMS Company also presented a program on using public relation principles to promote 
a breed or a breed club’s mission.

Several additional topics were covered in break-out sessions including breed standards (developing, 
maintaining, modifying, and promoting), parent club legal concerns (membership issues, constitu-
tion and by-laws infractions, code of ethics violations), and breed health (preparing reference ma-
terials for breeders, owners, and veterinarians, and initiating research through the Canine Health 
Foundation).

The AKC Parent Club Conference was a weekend filled with information and ideas for participants 
to take to their parent clubs. It was a well-organized program with many effective speakers and 
the opportunity to discuss practical solutions to challenges faced by national breed clubs. 



Champion’s Registered Name Champion’s Sire Champion’s Dam
Ch Acacia’s Fuchsia Rosheen B Ch Acacia’s Rajun Cajun Ch Acacia’s Abaigeal
Ch Acacias Hot And Spicy D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Odessa File Ch Acacia’s Aisling
Ch Amaden’s Spreading The News B Ch Amaden’s Sole Man Ch Amaden Bendacht Goldilock
Ch Amberlock Canyon Bel B Ch Starlight Dream Lover Ch Kuhullen Oriley Hot Pants
Ch Andover Full Circle B Ch Hullabaloo Ashford To A T Ch Andover Dear Prudence
Ch Andover Saltnsea Big Baby D Ch Lissadell Big Ch Andover Dear Prudence
Ch Andover Sunset Mazie B Andover Sky Mountain Ch Mansura Andover Last Call
Ch Andover Wild Rose High On Life B Ch Andoverheatherstone Ru Sirius Ch Andover Magic Maid
Ch Aran Strawberry Blonde B Ch Hullabaloo Ashford To A T Ch Aran My Roots Are Showin
Ch Ashleigh’s Cream Of Wheatie D Ch Ashleigh’s Magic Sun Ch Ashleigh’s Cream Come True
Ch Ashleigh’s Lady Liberty B Ch Ashleigh’s Honey Myths Ch Ashleigh’s Lady Di O’monarch
Ch Ashleigh’s Son O Honey Myths D Ch Ashleigh’s Honey Myths Ch Ashleigh’s Lady Di O’monarch
Ch Ashleigh’s Spicy Gingersnap B Ch Ashleigh’s Magic Sun Ashleigh’s Charming Colleen
Ch Ballinvounig True Chance D Wheaten Rebel’s Carlos Santana Ballinvounig Chancetaken
Ch Ballybae Rosie’s Quincy B Ch Amaden’s Sole Man Ch Ballybae Maggie’s Erin
Ch Ballymena’s Friar Tuck D Dog Rose Gold Benjamin Ballymena Kennaly Cactus Flower

Ch Bonney Marchael Sorceress B Ch Bonney Nip & Tuckit Bonney Cara Mia
Ch Brenmoor’s Talk O’bella B Ch Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade Ch Brenmoor’s People Will Talk OA 

NAP NAJ NJP
Ch Bryr Rose Willy B. Wild D Ch Aranbriar Adonis Ch Bryr Rose Wild At Heart
Ch Cailian Siouxpense Thriller B Ch Heartstring’s Toast To Tara Ch Stratford’s Siouxprano
Ch Caillan’s Great Expectations D Ch Stratford Let’s Make A Deal Caillan’s Holiday Dickens
Ch Candance Holiday Spirits B Ch Kaler Kick It Up A Notch Ch Seanacy’s Kindred Spirits
Ch Candance New Daze Come B Ch Villa Rosas Paddy Ch Seanacy’s Kindred Spirits
Ch Canopy Rd’s Miss Congeniality B Keepsake’s Kilimanjaro Ch Canopy Road Calebran Jasmine

Ch Canopy Road’s Athena B Ch Aranbriar Adonis Ch Canopy Road Calebran Jasmine

Ch Caraway Celebrate Life D Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Ch Caraway Golden Moonshadow
Ch Caraway Circle Of Life B Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Ch Caraway Golden Moonshadow
Ch Caraway Spirit Of Life D Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Ch Caraway Golden Moonshadow
Ch Choroschie Drusja’s Draighionn Rath D Illustre Illann V D Keienhorst Choroschie Drusja’s Venus
Ch Clanheath Benefit Of The Doubt B Ch Gleanngay Tiger Eye Ch Clanheath Fringe Benefits
Ch Coventry’s All Eyes On Me B Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wolfe Tone Ch Coventry’s Amaden’s Promise
Ch Coventry’s All That Jazz D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wolfe Tone Ch Coventry’s Amaden’s Promise
Ch Coventry’s Sunday Sermon B Ch Dundalk The Stroke Of Midnight Ch Coventry’s Niblick
Ch Danterri Wheaten Omero Bodhran D Danterri Wheaten Valli Danterri Wheaten Felicia
Ch Danterri Wheaten Rampelys Rath D Danterri Wheaten Ultra Danterri Wheaten Zeline
Ch Danterri Wheaten Rejsende Rath B Danterri Wheaten Ultra Danterri Wheaten Zeline
Ch Dedanaan’s Dilly Daedalus B Ch Chermar’sir Oliver Wagsa Lot Dedanaan’s Linens And Lace
Ch Diamonds By The Case D Ch Islander’s Jamakin Me Krazy Diamonds Special Delivery
Ch Donegal Dance For Us B Ch Legacy The Grail Donegal Time To Dream
Ch Doubloon Erindale Once Again B Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Ch Doubloon’s Winter Sparkle
Ch Doubloon’s Play By Play B Ch Paisley Forever Man Ch Doubloon’s Field Of Dreams
Ch Dromara Ace Racin’ Coupe D Ch Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade Ch Honeylee’s GaelicBlessing
Ch Dundalk Good Looking And Above Average D Ch Dundalk The Stroke Of Midnight Ch Dundalk Watercolored Roses

2004’s New Champions!
Leo Springer



Ch Edgewood Bugged By Bamboo D Ch Trebol Top Billing Ch Andover Kachina Doll
Ch Edgewood Liberty Rising Culleann B Ch SoldierSong Easter Rising Ch Andover Kachina Doll
Ch Edgewood Mahattan Isle Chorus B Ch SoldierSong Easter Rising Ch Andover Kachina Doll
Ch Ellora Bea B Danterri Wheaten Ultra Choroscie Drusja’s Voodoo Girl
Ch Embaredge Braveheart By Duke D Ch Warwick’s Duke Of Earl Emilie’s Holly Of Embaredge
Ch Eureka Keepsake Tanner Trail D Ch Jamboree Amigo Keepsake Derryhumma Ittakestwo

Ch Frolic’s Bubble N Squeak B Ch Lissadell Dot Com Ch Frolic Pocket Full Of Dreams
Ch Gallagher’s Sweet Dreams B Ch Galen’s CreEightive Dancer Ch Gallagher’s River Of Dreams
Ch Geragold Riders To The Sea D Soldiersong Fiana Boy Ch Geragold Daughter Of Aran
Ch Geragold Tinker’s Wedding B Soldiersong Fiana Boy Ch Geragold Daughter Of Aran
Ch Gleanngay Mill On The Floss B Katdancer’s Irish Rebel Ch Gleanngay Millicent
Ch Goldrush Glenna Of Longridge B Ch Mil Mear’s Hold The Dream Ch Reyem Kaylynns Maggie Maggee

Ch Greentree Hoist The Flag D Ch Choroshcie Drusja’s Nijinsky Maroc Marie Antoinette
Ch Harbour Hill Fwy Off Ramp D Ch Aranbriar Adonis Ch Harbour Hill Porsche Carrera
Ch Harbour Hill Peppermint Patty B Ch Doubloon’s Myths N’ Magic Ch Harbour Hill Czarina
Ch Harbour Hill Rd Work Ahead D Ch Harbr Hill Where’s My Blanket Ch Harbour Hill Porsche Carrera
Ch Harbour Hill Route Sixty-Six D Ch Harbr Hill Where’s My Blanket Ch Harbour Hill Porsche Carrera
Ch Harbour Hill Xtra Topping D Ch Harbr Hill Where’s My Blanket Harbour Hill Hot Fudge Sundae
Ch Harbr Hill Little Red Girl B Ch Doubloon’s Myths N’ Magic Ch Harbour Hill Czarina
Ch Harbr Hill The Doctor Is In B Ch Doubloon’s Myths N’ Magic Ch Harbour Hill Czarina
Ch Havaheart’s Chaz Ma Taz D Ch Keepsake’s The Chaz Singer Ch Havaheart  Kiss O’Clanheath
Ch Heirloom Ever Ablaze D Ch Honeylee’s Bye The Bye Ch Heirloom’s Happily Ever After
Ch Heirloom Truly Irrepresible D Ch Lakkas Ulmus Ch Heirloom’s Truly Madly Deeply
Ch Heirloom Truly Irresistible B Ch Lakkas Ulmus Ch Heirloom’s Truly Madly Deeply
Ch Hillgael’s Top Secret B Ch Hilgael’s Smoke Screen Hillgael’s Back On Top
Ch Hollywood’s Malachy McCourt D Irish Crème Midnight Blues Gidget Goes To Hollywood
Ch Holweit Knick Knack Paddywhack B Ch Galway Baileys Irish Crème Ch Holweit’s All In The Family
Ch Holweit’s Dynamite B Ch Lakkas Ulmus Holweit’s Cheese Please
Ch Holweit’s Katie Kando It B Lakkas Verbascum Holweit’s Carmon Sandiago
Ch Islander’s Jamakin Jewel B Windisle Classico To Virtawheat Ch Kairi’s Butterfly Kisses
Ch Islander’s Kiss The Girls D Windisle Classico To Virtawheat Ch Kairi’s Butterfly Kisses
Ch Islander’s Sapphire Beach B Windisle Classico To Virtawheat Ch Kairi’s Butterfly Kisses
Ch Islander’s Webe Jammin’ D Windisle Classico To Virtawheat Ch Kairi’s Butterfly Kisses
Ch Kaler In Your Dreams B Ch Villa Rosas Paddy Ch Kaler Pipe Dream
Ch Kaler Whole In One D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Odessa File Ch Lil’town Midnight Flirtation CD
Ch Katdancer’s Irish Rebel D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Odessa File Ch Duidream Scampi For  Escapade

Ch Kaylynn Warrior Of Huntwood D Ch Gleanngay Rebel With A Cause Ch Kaylynn’s Sweet Clementine
Ch Keepsake Derryhumma Rhubarb B Ch Lakkas Ulex Desertsun Devons Legacy
Ch Keepsake Eureka Bourbon St D Ch Jamboree Amigo Keepsake Derryhumma Ittakestwo

Ch Kennally Amazing Grace B Ch Lakkas Ulex Ballymena Tess Moonlit Pearl
Ch Kennally Celtic Rising Star B Ch Hamkel Celtic Traveller Ch Ballymena Kennally Saguaro
Ch Kennally Maximum Impact D Ch Lakkas Ulex Ballymena Tess Moonlit Pearl
Ch Kia B Ch Edgewood At The Apollo Love’s Lady Killer
Ch Kildimo’s Boys Of Blue Hill D Ch Gleanngay Daring Display Ch Kairi’s Only A Paper Moon
Ch Kilkenny’s Chase-A Dream B Ch Galway Winterwheat Jna Chase Glenmir’s Ace In The Hole
Ch Kincora Two Timer B Ch Heartstring’s Toast To Tara Ch Stratford Veiled Illusion
Ch Kuhullen O’Riley Eye Reign B Ch Doubloon Kuhullen The Gov Ch Kuhullen O’Riley Dot The Eyes
Ch Lechaun’s Just A Whisper B Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Ch Lechaun’s Full Of Whispers
Ch Lil’town Emerald Treasure B Ch Villa Rosas Paddy Ch Lil’ Town Treasure



Ch Lil’Town Morning Glory B Ch Choroshcie Drusja’s Nijinsky Ch Lil’town Daring To Flirt
Ch Lochlinear She’s A Showgirl B Ch Jamboree Amigo Ch Ballymena’s Different Course
Ch Lonestar’s Order Of The Phoenix D Ch Kaler Midnight Mac Attack Ch Lonestar Crazy for You
Ch Lontree Cactus Callywhompus B Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wolfe Tone Ch Lontree Cactus Cait
Ch Lovesong Dream On D Ch Gleanngay Rebel Rouser Ch Gleanngay Daydream
Ch Lovesong’s Dreamland Express D Ch Gleanngay Rebel Rouser Ch Gleanngay Daydream
Ch Lovesong’s Follow Your Dream D Ch Gleanngay Rebel Rouser Ch Gleanngay Daydream
Ch Lovesong’s Joy To The World B Ch Honeylee’s Bye The Bye Lovesong Sweet Dreams
Ch Lovesong’s Let’s Dance D Ch Villa Rosas Paddy Ch Lovesong’s Dance Track
Ch Luvlade’s Doll Baby B Ch Aranbriar Adonis Ch Kairi’s Royal Doll
Ch Marland Pele Goddess Of Mtn. B Ch Dundalk The Stroke Of Midnight Ch Marland Ray Of Sunshine
Ch Marquee’s Act Of Friendship D Ch Jamboree Amigo Ch Marquee’s Act Two
Ch Marquees Birthday Suit B Ch Heartstring’s Toast To Tara Ch Marquee’s Spellcaster
Ch Marymore Bali Hai B Ch Hullabaloo Ashford To A T Ch Marymore I Believe In Santa Claus

Ch Meirleac’s Diamond In The Ruff B Ch Meirleac’s The Lion Hearted Ch Meirleac’s Kiss My Lass
Ch Meirleac’s Family Jewels D Ch Meirleac’s The Lion Hearted Ch Meirleac’s Kiss My Lass
Ch Michaleen’s Killarney Spirit D Ch Azlough’s Twist Of Fate Ch Mesa Wind’s Lonestar Cowgirl
Ch Michaleen’s Song Of Kerry B Ch Azlough’s Twist Of Fate Ch Mesa Wind’s Lonestar Cowgirl
Ch Mil Mear N Gemm’s Gracie Mae B Kaylynn Warrior Of Huntwood Ch Mil Mear Enchanted Christmas
Ch Mil Mear’s America’s Mayor D Kaylynn Warrior Of Huntwood Ch Mil Mear Enchanted Christmas
Ch Mil Mear’s Shall We Dance D Ch Choroshcie Drusja’s Nijinsky Ch Mil Mear Enchanted Christmas
Ch Morgan’s Roxie Heart B Morgan’s Little Prince Morgan’s Where The Heart Is
Ch Orion N Marquee Talkin Trade B Ch Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade Ch Brenmoor’s People Will Talk OA 

NAP NAJ NJP
Ch Orion’s Ya Talkin To Me D Ch Marquee’s Tricks Of The Trade Ch Brenmoor’s People Will Talk OA 

NAP NAJ NJP
Ch Raelyn Forever Yours D Ch Paisley Forever Man Ch Raelyn Good N’ Plenty
Ch Rathdrum Boschetto Di Puh D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wall Street Rath Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Rathdrum It’s All About Me D Ch Neverlasting’s Forever More Ch Wheaaten Rebel’s Rathleanbh
Ch Rathdrum Peccato Di Sasso B Ch Peccatoveniale Della Val Del Foglia Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Rathdrum Tigger On Wall Street D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wall Street Rath Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Rathdrum Two Drops Of Rain B Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wall Street Rath Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Rathdrum We’Li See Roo Dear B Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wall Street Rath Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Rathdrum Winnie II Puh D Ch Peccatoveniale Della Val Del Foglia Ch Neverlasting’s Hunnystone Rath

Ch Sanddollars SweetLiberty B Ch Keepsake’s The Chaz Singer Ch Winterwheat Sweet Dreams
Ch Saraubacuoriorathdrum Della Val 

Del Foglia
D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wildest Dreams Ch Perelisa Della Val Del Foglia

Ch Scoho Stratford Cayenne Pepper D Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams Cailan Siouxspense Thriller
Ch Sea Mist Delilah Of Eringlo B Ch Heartstring’s Toast To Tara Ch Saddlebrook Eringlo I’m Fancy
Ch Shar-D’s Check My Label D Ch Villa Rosas Paddy Shar-D’s Bag Of Tricks
Ch Shar-D’s I Luv Lucie B Ch Charwil Slan Dunk Shar-D’s Wanna Bet
Ch Sonoruggierodarathdrum Della Val 

Del Foglia
D Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Wildest Dreams Ch Perelisa Della Val Del Foglia

Ch St Sebastian Of Harborlea D Ch Bryr Rose Degas Ch Harbor Lea’s Springtime
Ch Starlight Hit The Rd Jack D Ch Legacy Starlight At The Copa Starlight Rebel Bandit
Ch Starlight Jazz At The Pitapat B Ch Hilltop’s Diamond Gem Ch Starlight Lulus Back In Town
Ch Starlight Treasure Chest D Ch Hilltop’s Diamond Gem Ch Starlight Lulus Back In Town
Ch Tara’s Too Darn Hot B Ch Aranbriar Adonis Ch Stratford Playing By Heart
Ch Templars Epiphany Of Vanbeard B Vanbeard’s Milwaukee Thunder Amamda’sMorning Glory
Ch Tiffen’s Dockers Nice Pants D Ch Winterwheat Chance Of A Life Tiffen’s Kaffi Molly O’Shea



Ch Touchstone Artemis B Ch Aranbriar Adonis Touchstone Halley’s Comet
Ch Tralee Bay’s Opening Night B Ch Meirleac’s Quarterback Sneak Ch Brelan’s Guiness Gold
Ch Trigo Olive The Other Raindeer B Ch Gleanngay Daring Display Ch Carrigan Trigo Eye O’The Storm

Ch Trigo Quick As A Wink D Ch Gleanngay Daring Display Ch Carrigan Trigo Eye O’The Storm

Ch Trigo Razzle Dazzle B Ch Hion The Graduate Trigo Au Revoir
Ch Villa Rosas Felyan D Maroc Na Sionna Villa Rosas Zowie-Zandie 
Ch Villa Rosas Gwerbret O’Redhill D Villa Rosas Queve-Jumper Villa Rosas Zowie-Zandie
Ch Villa Rosas Yo-Yo To Kaler B Villa Rosas Queve-Jumper Villa Rosas Row-Silk
Ch Waverlyglen’s Dancing Queen B Keepsake’s Kilimanjaro Waverlyglen’s Poppy Seed
Ch Waverlyglen’s Kiss Me Kate B Keepsake’s Kilimanjaro Waverlyglen’s Poppy Seed
Ch Westridge Everwil Again B Ch Starlight Dream Lover Ch Westridge Just Crusin
Ch Wheatina Cherish The Ladies B Fairfield’s Rock N Soul Ch Wheatina Diamonds R Forever
Ch Whindancer’s Facinating Rhythm D Soldiersong Fiana Boy Ch Whindancer’s Emerald Shoes
Ch Wicklow Jonaire Katax E Male D Ch Pitterpat’s Dumpling Soup Holweit’s Purrdy Woman
Ch Wilobet Luv U Forever Murphy D Ch Lonestar High Plains Drifter Wilobet’s Holiday Miss
Ch Winterwheat’s Crack The Whip B Ch Lakkas Ulmus Ch Winterwheat’s Whipped Crème



Rank Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Name and Owner(s) SCWTs Defeated
1 Ch. Ellora Bastion 926

Neil O’Sullivan and Gerard Thompson

2 Ch. Doubloon’s Playing The Field 588

Elena Landa 

3 Ch. Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale 285

Doris Petracco, Dorothy Schider, and Kevin & Beverly McDonald

4 Ch. Desert Rose Raz’N’ Kane 276

Richard & Barbara Fain

5 Ch. Marymore First Tripleaxel 262

Susan Shaw and Mary Peltier

6 Ch. Lakkas Ustilago 221

Roxanna & Leo Springer

7 Ch. Luvlade’s Top Gun 215

David & Denise Lovelady

8 Ch. Banner Speak Of The Devil 192

John & Pamela Mandeville and Marc & Meryl Strassler

9 Ch. Caraway Celebrate Life 186

Beth Verner and Betty Chapman

10 Ch. Lontree Everlasting Lace 176

Kathy & Ed Johnson

11 Ch. Shar-D’s Paws For Applause 153

Dee Boyd and Marian & Michael Shaughnessy 

12 Ch. Keepsake’s The Chaz Singer 128

Jane Cook and Shari Robinson

13 Ch. Lontree 24 Karat Of Morningstar 113

Harvey & Doreen Gordin

14 Ch. Lil’Town House Of Ardnacassa 94

Frank & Carol Shaltz

15 Ch. Whindancer’s Fascinating Rhythm 64

Susan Ratliffe and Karen Rechberger

16 Ch. Prescott Charlie Bird Parker 61

Betsy & Stuart Wenger

17 Ch. Gallagher’s Diamond Girl 56

Tami Herzog and Al & Linda Gallagher

18 Ch. Aran Strawberry Blonde 55

Shari Boyd

19 Ch. Edgewood Liberty Rising Cuileann 52

Carl McGill and Holly Craig

20 Ch. Whindancer’s Harrigan 51

2004’s TOP 20 SCWTS!
LeoSpringer



BENCHMARKS ARCHIVE OF HEALTH ARTICLES
Kathleen McIndoe, Pam Mandeville, Carol Carlson

Over the years, Benchmarks has provided a wealth of information on health-related topics.
Soon, much of this information will be available for access electronically on the SCWTCA
website (http://www.scwtca.org/). Articles with a wide variety of health topics have been
chosen, dating from 1996 to the present. Of course, many of the articles are about PLE/PLN
and renal dysplasia, but there are lots of others concerned with topics such as eye disorders,
hip dysplasia, vaccination protocols, nutrition, and more.

A bibliography of all the chosen articles has been prepared. The articles are listed in
alphabetical order by author. Each item contains a bibliographical citation with a short
description of the article’s contents; the citations also link to the full-text of each article.
In addition, there is an index of subject headings with links to the appropriate full-text
articles.

Each article, therefore, can be accessed by author and by subject. For example, you’re
thinking, “I know I read an article in Benchmarks a few years ago about PennHIP that maybe
was written by George Jeitles; I just can’t find it.” Well, now you can. You can look under
“PennHIP” and check each out each article with that subject heading, or you can scroll
down through the author list until you find that George did indeed publish such an article
(in the September 1997 issue). With the article’s citation at hand, you can go to your
collection of Benchmarks, pull out that September '97 issue, and read the article; or you can
click on the citation and retrieve the article on your computer. Each article will have been
scanned onto the website. This is great for those of us who are somewhat organizationally-
challenged and can’t always find the issues for which we’re looking, for our newer
subscribers whose Benchmarks library doesn’t go back very far, and also for Wheaten owners
who don’t subscribe.

The Archive is a work-in-progress and will be continually updated. We hope it will be
helpful and easy to use. It has certainly been educational and thought-provoking to read all
these articles while preparing the Archive and we urge you to have a go at it as soon as it is
available.

AND HOW DID IT ALL HAPPEN?
Pam Mandeville

“Let’s put Benchmarks health articles on the website. It would be a great educational
resource.”

Piece of cake, right?

When I was asked to be Health Publications Chair in the summer of 2003, I thought an online
archive of health articles from Benchmarks would be a good project. Talking with others, I
learned it had also been considered by Janet Petros and her health committee; with all



their other projects, this one never made it off the “to do” list.

Webmaster Bonnie O’Connor, Benchmarks editor Carol Carlson, and I first discussed this at
MCKC 2003. The original plan was to do it in stages: get an index up and then, as time went
on, add PDF files of the articles. Bonnie suggested Kathy McIndoe, because of her
professional background as a librarian, to help with the index—something we all agreed
would be the hardest part. Kathy agreed to take it on.

We all discussed how the index would work and agreed—the simpler the better!  We also set
some basic guidelines about the articles: they wouldn't include "opinion" pieces, such as
opinion columns or editorials, since the archive was to be designed as for educational
references. We also set a date limit—so that things wouldn't be too old. Kathy started by
assembling the list of articles that appeared between 1997 and today. 

While Kathy was working on the index, Carol retrieved the articles that she had in e-format
(2000 to present). She enlisted the assistance of volunteers to type the early years (1997-
1999). We can thank Gwen Arthur, Patrice Chevalier, Christine Dore-Brown, Judy Downing,
Nancy Draper, Kathy Drobnak, Michael LaMotte, Lee Martin, Holly Million, Molly O’Connell,
Kathy Ostrander, and Meg Ryan for typing. While this was going on, Kathy began
proofreading. By the time the index was ready to go online, all of the articles were ready in
"Word" format.

I just checked in every so often to see what was happening. By summer 2004, Kathy had
finished the index. We all reviewed it, and I reformatted it a bit and wrote the
introduction. At that point, the index went to Cecily Skinner, Health Committee
Coordinator, and the Board for final review. By this time, Carol had assembled all the
articles, so we decided to put the actual articles up on the Club website.

But there was one more detail: Carol had to write to the authors who are not members of
SCWTCA for approval to put the articles online. (Publication in the print Benchmarks didn’t
automatically give us permission to put the articles online.)

Finally, it was Bonnie’s turn. With help of Ken Gengler, it was all coded. And in February
2005, the project was ready to go—public thanks to many people and many hours of hard
work. Kathy McIndoe and Carol Carlson have agreed to keep the archives updated as new
articles are published.

Seeing an idea come to fruition…even better than envisioned…is exciting.  We expect
Wheaten fanciers all over the world will appreciate the online Archives, and everyone
involved in this project has my personal thanks.

It may not have “taken a village” to create the online Benchmarks Health Archives…but it
sure took a big neighborhood!
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Liz Cartledge judged Wheatens at the Southern California Specialty, Great Western, in June 
of 2003. She judged Cairn Terriers the day before. You can read commentary in the September 2003 
issue of Benchmarks beginning on page 68. Liz lives in Berkshire, England and has had judging as-
signments in the United States and several European countries. She judged Wheatens at Crufts in 
1985

For those of us who missed the chance to meet Liz at Great Western (pictured here judging Cecily 
Skinner’s Toney) and do not get to England 
to Crufts, I asked her a few questions: 

How did you get into the dog game?
Born in Gothenburg, Sweden in 1944, I 
became a dog crazy teenager who decided 
quite early on in life that England was the 
country I wanted to live in. I worked as a 
kennel girl in idyllic Kent the summer of 
1963 looking after a small kennel of Pem-
broke Corgis, Beagles and Bassets. By then 
I had well and truly got the bug. I returned 
to Sweden for a few years to finish my 
education and then worked to build up a 
little nest egg until 1967 when I set sail for 
England

When did you become interested in terri-
ers and why?
I married Joe Cartledge in 1971. Joe was 
a true terrier man who had retired from 
professional handling after winning BIS at 
Crufts in 1961 with an Airedale, CH Riverina 
Tweedsbairn, to take up judging. This he did at the same time building up a successful boarding 
(and later quarantine) kennel, can ‘n carry pet shop and export business. Having always had Corgis, 
I felt that being married to a terrier man, I should have a terrier breed. We were, in fact, given a 
Norfolk bitch puppy as a wedding present, CH Nanfan Wedding Present, the foundation of a suc-
cessful Norfolk Terrier kennel, housing 6 English champions. Sadly Joe died of cancer in 1982 but I 
have continued with the business and now run it with our two sons plus Jane Miller of “Brio” Scot-
tish Terrier fame.

What has all this to do with Wheaten Terriers? 
I have never owned a Wheaten but have a soft spot for the breed. It was the first terrier breed I 
judge with Challenge Certificates (National Terrier 1978). I judged the breed at Crufts (1985), a 

Interview with Liz Cartledge
Carol Carlson



Club specialty, the Club’s Wheaten of the year event, plus many more times with CCs—also in Swe-
den, Norway, Denmark and Finland where the breed is very good.

Have you ever judged Wheatens in the U.S.?
Yes, in 2003, I had the pleasure of judging Wheatens at specialty level during the Beverly Hills 
Great Western weekend—quite an occasion. I have also judged breeds at Westminster, Santa Bar-
bara, Bucks County, and Long Island. 

What have been your “big” assignments?
Over the years I have totted up a fair few “plum” judging appointments—four groups and BIS at 
Crufts, Sydney Royal, to name just a few.

What breeds are you qualified to judge? 
I am passed for 87 breeds across the 7 groups (UK), all groups except gundogs (your sporting group) 
plus best in show at championship show level. 

What is your favorite Wheaten story?
In the early days of Soft-coated Wheatens in England, Joe and I were on one occasion asked to 
attend a Wheaten Fun Day. We, for some reason, were allowed to sit in during the Club’s AGM. 
In those days there was only one successful breeder-exhibitor, Mrs. Burgess, “Finchwood.” At the 
meeting was a brand new member, new to the breed and to dogs generally. He wanted to donate 
some trophies to be given out at 3 all breed championship shows to encourage exhibitors to enter. A 
very long discussion followed as to where these cups would be allocated. In the end the new mem-
ber said, “Why don’t we just ask Mrs. Burgess where she wants to win them. . .” Quite logical—this 
little innocent story always amused Joe and me. 

What are your other dog interests? 
I am heavily involved with various canine administrations over here—member of Crufts and Judges 
sub-committees (KC) LKA & Windsor show committees, honorable secretary of the Junior Handling 
Association, promoting encouraging children and young people towards sound dog ownership and 
developing their handling skills. So that’s about it. I was 60 this past Christmas…but I haven’t start-
ed thinking about slowing down yet.



This beautiful original pencil
drawing by club member, Jerry
Stack is one of our raffle prizes.
Jerry has done many beautiful
pieces of Wheaten art and he has
graciously donated this drawing,
matted and framed. Anyone who
loves to watch Wheatens in action
will be proud to own this work of
art.  Shipping is included.

Jolijne Ubbink donated the lovely
hand painted Wheaten heads on
both sides of this cherry afghan
rack.  It also comes with one of
the original SCWTCA afghans.

Delaware Valley Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club
members cordially invite you to experience Spring in Pennsylvania.  We offer great hospitality, major wins
and totally unpredictable weather.  We also offer a variety of great ways to win.

Friday May 6      Garden State All Terrier Club
Del Val Supported Entry – Judge:  Mr.Martin Phillips,
Jaeva  Kennels in the UK
Group Judge – Mr.Frank Washabaugh
Obedience – Mr. John D. Landis
Junior Showmanship -  Mr. Thomas D. Parrotti

Saturday May 7  Bucks County Kennel Club – Del Val Specialty –
Sweepstakes – Mr. John Constantine
Regular Classes – Mrs. Patricia Trotter
Group Judge – Mr. G.L. Doerge
Hospitality on grounds along with great raffle items

Sunday May 8 Trenton Kennel Club
Regular Classes – Mrs. Constance Barton
Group Judge – Mrs. Joanne McCann

Monday May 9 Delaware Water Gap Kennel Club
Regular Classes – Mr. Wayne Hallard
Group Judge - Mr. H. Peter Luyten

Raffle tickets are $5.00 each.  Send checks to Erma Heckman and tickets will be written for you.  Winners will
be notified within 24 hours of the drawing on May 7.  There will be many other beautiful drawing items at the
show but these two items are to be raffled individually.   If you don’t happen to win one of our beautiful pottery
trophies, you will still go home a winner simply by participating, and enjoying the camaraderie.

Come join us for the fun and for the love of the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier!

         Co-chairs:  Erma Heckman (ejheckman5@aol.com) and Emily Holden (read1108@epix.net)
639 Neiman Rd Pottstown, PA  19465-7400  (610) 326.7769   ____     4157 Lincoln Ave  Coopersburg, PA 18036  (610) 282.2439



Come and help
The Soft-Coated Wheaten Terrier Club Of Great Britain

Celebrate their 50th Anniversary 
with an

International weekend
2 - 4 September 2005

at the Warwick Quality Hotel, Chesford Bridge, Kenilworth, Warwickshire

Friday evening, 2nd September:
BBQ & get-together

Saturday, 3rd September:
City of Birmingham Championship Show:

Judge for SCWTs: Mrs Margaret House, (Glendowan)
Celebration dinner at Warwick Quality Hotel

Speaker: Dr. Jeff Sampson, Kennel Club’s Health Officer

Sunday, 4th September:
SCWTC of GB Championship Show, held at the hotel with additional

classes for overseas Wheatens and those of European heritage
Breed judge: Mrs Zena Thorn-Andrews, (Drakesleat)

Special classes: Mrs. Kathy Delmar, (Shillelagh)

It’s a unique opportunity enter a big UK multi-breed Championship Show and a 
single breed Championship Show on the same weekend!

Dogs from Europe and overseas require the UK Kennel Club’s “Authority to Compete” number and a 
Pet Passport. Forms available from the SCWTC Club Secretary or The Kennel Club 

(http://www.the-kennel-club.org.uk/ or +44 (0) 870 606 6750) & Department for Environment, 
Food & Rural Affairs (pets.helpline@defra.gsi.gov.uk or +44 (0) 870 241 1710)

The hotel is 20 minutes drive from Birmingham International Airport and 10 minutes from Coventry 
airport. (Dogs traveling on a Pet Passport cannot be brought into the UK at these airports) Venue for 

the City of Birmingham show is only about 2 miles away.

For Booking form for hotel & meal reservations & to request show schedules, contact
Secretary Mrs. J. Creswick: Tel./FAX +44 (0) 1670 512832

Caravan space available: bookings direct to the 
Warwick Quality Hotel Conference Office: +44 (0) 1926 858331, FAX +44 (0) 1926 858153



MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR MONTGOMERY 2005—THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY

“The Incredible Journey”—an amazing, ever-changing voyage we take with our Wheat-
ens—whether in conformation, obedience, agility, therapy work, or simply as much-loved com-
panions. All Wheaten owners travel down one or more of these paths in an adventure that adds a 
special dimension to their lives. It’s a passage with twists and turns, exciting crossroads, surprises, 
wonderful high points, and heart-wrenching low points with the choices we make and the joys we 
experience shaping the direction and meaning of our individual journeys. Along the way, the bonds 
formed with friends and dogs alike enrich our lives beyond measure.   

Make our National Specialty a brief sojourn in your odyssey this year. Come to celebrate our Wheat-
ens, reunite with long-time friends, and make new ones. Share stories of your Incredible Jour-
ney—where it has taken you and will continue to take you and your Wheatens in the future. Look 
forward to seeing you there!

We’re very excited to once again have the Crowne Plaza Valley Forge as our Specialty Headquar-
ters. Call them at 610-265-7500 to make reservations, if you haven’t already done so.

Many, many thanks to all the committee chairs listed below. Montgomery wouldn’t be Montgomery 
without all of their hard work!  If you’re interested in helping out on a committee, please let me 
know. We appreciate everyone’s time and energy.

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Advertising: Susan Ratliffe

Art Work/Dinner Decorations: Helen Moreland and Helen Larson
Boutique: Jan Van Ness

Dinner Reservations: Pat Mullin
Equipment: Tom Neill

Fundraiser: Kayce Healy
Grounds: Barbara and Anne Smith

Mailer: Ronnie Copland
Marked Catalogs: Volunteer NEEDED!

Performance: Volunteer NEEDED!
 Agility Trial: Betsy Geertson
 Obedience/Sweeps Secretary: Pam Tinnelly
 CGC Testing: Suzanne Stone

Post Show Hospitality: Bill McIlhenny
Raffle: Patrice Chevalier

Thursday Hospitality: Sonya Urquhart
Trophies:  Heather and John Giles

Website: Bonnie O’Connor
Welcome Bags: Nancy Draper

MCKC’05 Invitation & Request 
for Trophy Donations

Lance Canter, Montgomery 2005 Coordinator 
 landmarkwheatens@yahoo.com. 



SCWTCA, Inc. NATIONAL SPECIALTY MONTGOMERY 2005, TROPHY DONATIONS
You are invited to donate financial support for trophies for Agility Trials during the week, 

Sweepstakes & Obedience on Saturday, and the Specialty on Sunday.

Donate To Sponsor Prizes For 4 Days Of Agility Trials
SCWTCA-sponsored on Tuesday, SCWTCA-supported on Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday; 

Prizes for each qualifying Wheaten.

Donate To Sponsor Prizes For Saturday Obedience Trial
High in Regular Classes       $140 

High Combined in Open B & Utility $ 95 
 

Obedience Classes available for sponsoring:
Novice A Utility A  
Novice B Utility B
Open A Veterans
Open B Graduate Novice

 
Obedience Class Placements:

First $ 22 
Second $ 20 
Third $ 18 
Fourth $ 16 

Donate To Sponsor Prizes For Saturday Sweepstakes
Best in Sweepstakes $ 85 
Best of Opposite Sex $ 60 

Donate To Sponsor Individual Prizes For The Sunday Specialty 
Best of Breed $140 

Best of Opposite Sex $ 95 
Best of Winners $ 60 

Winners Dog $ 50 
Winners Bitch $ 50 

Reserve Winners Dog $ 45 
Reserve Winners Bitch $ 45 

 
Specialty Class Placements:

First $ 22 
Second $ 20 
Third $ 18 
Fourth $ 16 



Specialty Classes available for sponsoring:
Puppy Dogs 6-9 mos. American Bred Dogs

Puppy Bitches 6-9 mos. American Bred Bitches
Puppy Dogs 9-12 mos. Open Dogs

Puppy Bitches 6-9 mos. Open Bitches
Puppy Bitches 9-12 mos. Veteran Dogs
Puppy Dogs 12-18 mos. Veteran Bitches

Puppy Bitches 12-18 mos. Stud Dog
Bred By Exhibitor Dogs Brood Bitch

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches Brace

Be sure to designate the trophy that you want to sponsor and how you want your name to ap-
pear in the catalog. If you do not designate a specific trophy, your name will be listed under 

General Trophy Fund. 

Make check(s) payable to SCWTCA, INC. (US funds).
Send donation(s) to: Kenna Kachel, 29200 Southfield Rd Suite 100, Southfield, MI 48076



DONORS TO PUBLIC INFORMATION FUND
Donations to the Public Information Fund go for education of prospective buyers and encour-

aging people to purchase from a responsible breeder. Some of the  materials we produce are:

•club ads in magazines; 
•newspaper ads in cities that have puppy mills or brokers advertising
•club flyers that people request from the club 
•handouts for local clubs 

Ellen Amrein Bob & Elaine Azerolo Sheryl Beitch

Carol Burdge Carol Carlson Ellen Dix

Vicki Dygve Dypwick Sue Goldberg Gene & Jackie Gottlieb

Bill & Sylvia Hamilton Emily J & Emily W Holden Susan Jacobsen

George & Michelle Jeitles Glenda Krueger Mary Lou Lafler

Joy Laylon Susan Lima John & Pamela Mandeville

Nona Mansfield Kathy McIndoe Helen Moreland

Sally Murtha Alice Papaliolios Stuart Reichman

Susan Robinson Laura Rybski Bonney Snyder

Suzanne Stone Beverly Streicher Jane Elkin Thomas

Jan VanNess Max & Colleen Ward Norma Wilson

Dennis & Bonnie Wirth

Send your contribution to Kenna Kachel, 29200 Southfield Rd, Suite 100, Southfield, MI 48076. Make 
check payable to SCWTCA, Inc. (U.S. Funds only). 

DONORS TO SCWTCA RESCUE FUND
Donations to the rescue fund maintain the SCWTCA, Inc. Rescue Project. The funds are used 

to provide veterinary examinations, inoculations, special diets, spaying and neutering, and other 
medical costs for our rescued dogs. The funds also provide for office expenses such as long distance 
phone calls, a computer phone line, and office and printing supplies. A rescue flyer for shelters was 
recently created and distributed using donations. This effort fulfills part of the rescue mission of 
educating the shelters and the public about Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers in need of good homes. 
 
Ellen Amrein Bob & Elaine Azerolo Kay Baird
Jim & Jeanne Brandt Nancy Britten Carol Burdge
Donald Callahan Carol Carlson Betty Chapman
Marilyn Conry Ellen Dix Vicki Dygve Dypwick
Ruth M. Fagen Diane Fleming Merrillee Ford
John & Heather Giles Sue Goldberg Gene & Jackie Gottlieb
Bill & Sylvia Hamilton Jeanne Hart Amy Havely

Funds and Donations
Carol Carlson



Kayce Healy Emily J & Emily W Holden Sally Murtha & Shandalee Berryhill 
One Tuff Cookie in Memory of 
Jerry Stifelman

Susan Jacobsen George & Michelle Jeitles Kathy Johnson
Fred Kass Beth & Dennis Keithly in Honor of 

Lois Kimball
Helen Knopf in Memory of 
Charlene McCloskey

Glenda Krueger Mary Lou Lafler Nancy Land
Elena Landa Joy Laylon Susan Lima
Jim & Sue Little John & Pamela Mandeville Nona Mansfield
Jim McFarlane Bill & Janice McIlhenny Cindy Meyer
Marsha Moore Helen Moreland Sally Murtha
Donald & Linda Myers in Memory 
of Charlene McCloskey

Tom & Wendy Neill Jo Ann Neville

Stephanie O’Keefe Robert & Mary Owen Alice Papaliolios
Sue & Bruce Peters Nancy Thurston & I.K. Petersen in 

Appreciation of Nancy Butler for 
“Jesse,” our rescued Wheaten

Judith Pitman

Stuart Reichman Katie Riley Alice Robertson
Susan Robinson Laura Rybski Doris Petracco & Dot Schider
Cecily Skinner Jocelyn Slatin Bonney Snyder
Suzanne Stone Beverly Streicher Jane Elkin Thomas
Thomas & Christine Traeger Jan VanNess George Veirs
Naomi Waxman Cheryl Werner Sandy Wiedenhoeft
Norma Wilson Dennis & Bonnie Wirth Linda Wolter

Send your contribution to Kenna Kachel, 29200 Southfield Rd, Suite 100, Southfield, MI 48076. Make 
checkpayable to SCWTCA, Inc. (U.S. Funds only).

 
DONORS TO SCWTCA HEALTH ENDOWMENT

The Board of the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America and the Endowment Board 
thank the following for their generous donations. Donations either fund grants selected by the 
SCWT Endowment Fund Board or provide matching funds for grants approved by the American Ken-
nel Club/Canine Health Foundation (AKC-CHF).

Ellen Amrein Don & Gwen Arthur Florence Asher
Bob & Elaine Azerolo Leslie Barnes Wendy Beers
Jim & Jeanne Brandt Nancy Britten Carol Burdge
Carol Carlson Betty Chapman Betty Chapman
Robert Bergman & Patrice 
Chevalier

Connecticut SCWT Club as 
a Tribute to all those who 
volunteered and supported 
CSCWTC over the years.

James & Lois Conway

Ellen Dix Judith Downing Vicki Dygve Dypwick
Ruth M. Fagen Merrillee Ford Toni Fowler
Vern Garvey Mary Haller Bill & Sylvia Hamilton



Amy Havely Kayce Healy Betty Ann Hillwig
George & Michelle Jeitles Kathy Johnson Bonnie Kanter in Memory of CH 

Doubloon’s Choc “O” Latte
Denise Cronin Kerby in Memory of 
Bryan E. McNamara

Helen Knopf in Memory of 
Charlene McCloskey

Lori & Marv Kromash

Glenda Krueger Mary Lou Lafler Nancy Land
Nancy Land in Memory of Hotsie Joy Laylon Ann Leigh
Susan Lima Dr. David Lincicome Jim & Sue Little
John & Pamela Mandeville Nona Mansfield Marilyn Matthes in Honor of Ferry 

& Better Tanner & Charlie
Linda McCallum Kathy McIndoe Meryers Charitable Family Fund in 

Memory of Charlie
Cindy Meyer Helen Moreland Sally Murtha
Tom & Wendy Neill Bob & Elaine Nerrie Jo Ann Neville
Stephanie O’Keefe Gerard Thompson & Neil 

O’Sullivan
Alice Papaliolios

Stuart Reichman Alice Robertson Susan Robinson
David Ronsheim Rose Rose Martha Rowland
Laura Rybski Susan Sakauye Doris Petracco & Dot Schider
Ruth B. Segal Carol Shaltz Cecily Skinner
Bonney Snyder Leo  & Roxanna Springer Suzanne Stone
Beverly Streicher Jane Elkin Thomas Jan VanNess
Beth Verner Naomi Waxman Audrey Weintraub
Norma Wilson Dennis & Bonnie Wirth Barbara Zapf

Send your contribution to Rosemary Berg, 37953 Center Ridge Dr., North Ridgeville, OH 44039-2821. 
Make check payable to SCWTCA Endowment (U.S. Funds only) http://www.scwtca.org/cashdonations.html

 

AKC-CHF SCWT GENETIC RESEARCH FUND DONATIONS

The Board of the SCWT Genetic Research Project and Wheaten owners, everywhere, wish to 
thank the following for their generous donations to the fund.  

The SCWT Genetic Research Fund, in cooperation with AKC-CHF, will sponsor genetic research into 
the canine genome specifically aimed at identifying the genes responsible for the transference of 
PLE/PLN. This information will make it possible for the development of testing protocols to identify 
Wheatens with protein-wasting diseases.

Barbara Baird    Jana Carraway Marybeth Cullen

James & Lois Conway in Memory 
of Briscoe, Susie, and Missy

Gay Dunlap Carol Barnes-Davies in Memory of 
Caidantes Time & Again “Amber”

Dena Fantle Ken Gengler Jackie Gottlieb in Honor of CH 
Caraway Celebrate Life and Fund 
Raising Groomers   



Elena Landa Elizabeth Larson Loken Melisa Lopez in Memory of CH 
Acacia’s Christmas Expresso 

Nona Mansfield Mary McNamera Ann Nelson
Sharon Pruitt Meg Ryan Carol Shaltz
Gloria Skouge Beverly Streicher Beth Verner & Betty Chapman in 

Honor of CH Caraway Celebrate 
Life 

Marie Wyzgala
 
The committee would also like to thank all of you who participated with your donations and/or 
time donated to the cause.

To join our effort with a tax deductible donation, make your check payable to AKC-CHF SCWT 
Genetic Research Fund and mail to:  David Ronsheim, Project Financial Officer, 14837 N. 25th Drive 
#11,  Phoenix, AZ 85023-5082.  Or, visit our web site http://www.scwtgrf.com to make an online dona-
tion through PayPal or to purchase raffle tickets for the outstanding Wheaten stained glass art work 
(see GRF ad).    



www.scwtgrf.com

AKC-CHF GRF Stained Glass Wheaten



jgott@commspeed.net

CAN A BREED CLUB BE DEMOCRATIC?
In an ideal world our government would represent the best thinking and highest
aspirations of its constituency. We are all aware that this is not necessarily true,
especially in the world of dogs and dog clubs. Breed club Board and Officers often
represent personal agendas rather than breed welfare, and power plays frequently
operate to the detriment of the breed. Change is difficult. Constitutions dictate that
members of the Board select the members of the nominating committee, and that
committee selects the next slate of officers. Generally the slate is announced so close
to election time that little time is left�to campaign a rival slate. Promoting a�rival slate
is divisive and frequently viewed as treason. Unlike our national government, our breed
club and officers proceed without any system of checks and balances. In the final
analysis, the breed fanciers must depend on the good will and altruism of a self
perpetuating group.

There are a few safeguards. Term limits are good when they bring new members and
new ideas. But often they eliminate members who are the best resource for thinking
outside the box, thereby avoiding the inbred nature of many of our boards. Most breed
clubs, like SCWTCA try hard to get geographic representation on the Board. This is
difficult in a country as large as ours,�with the concentration of members in a few
localities. Up until now, participation on the Board necessitated large expense of time
and money. Now, with the use of the internet and teleconferencing, much can be done
to cut down on travel and facilitate communication. Despite the inherent autocratic
nature of breed club organization, there are many ways for governing boards to give
members honest and timely information and obtain valuable and VALUED input from
members. Both�the Welsh and Wheaten clubs, to which I belong, are beginning to



utilize online surveys. Providing that the technology is not too arcane, and that the
issues are those of greatest import to the breed, and that they are impartially
tabulated, they represent�a needed tool. Breeder "lists" offer valuable insights into the
concerns of active breeders. Breeders are our "front lines," the "hot topics" on those
lists deserve�serious consideration.

Much of a breed club's agenda is cut and dried; dealing with specialties and panels.
However, events can present major challenges. Do we really want the club to react to
membership input on critical issues, or do the "powers that be" have a wiser
perspective, derived from the experience of leadership? In the long run we must
depend on the wisdom and sincerity of our Board and Officers. So we come back to the
nominating committee entrusted with the task of balancing experience with the need
for fresh ideas. Because our breed's existence is threatened by genetic disease, we
must hope that our nominating committee can come up with a slate capable of�facing
the challenges of our health issues. Above all, it is time to shift control to the
breeders, the persons in the trenches. Public opinion sways the actions�of our civil
officers... democracy in action. The Board has published the names of the nominating
committee members. We get the government we deserve when we make our opinions
known. That means submitting names of possible Board members to that committee,
and sending input to the Board before each meeting.

This column first appeared in the AKC GAZETTE, August 2004

FROM JUNIOR HANDLER TO TOP
PROFESSIONAL

��� When I first met Shari Boyd she was an 11-year-old parochial school student from
Cleveland showing her first purebred dog, Crackers (Ch. Harvest Double Holiday). It was
Montgomery weekend, and she and mother Dee turned up at the home of Gay Sherman
(now Dunlap), where Penny Belviso was helping us all with "trimming" (very
controversial then).

�� Shari's parents, Malcom and Dee, fully supported this earnest child, the youngest of
seven. Dad Malcom happily drove her everywhere, and mom Dee staunchly did all the
"mother things" in the background. Dee is a remarkable, energetic lady, detail oriented
and meticulous, traits inherited by her daughter. Malc was a "rock," taken from us too
soon. Together they raised a daughter with elegant taste and steadfast attention to
detail, goal oriented, and capable of hard work.

�� Shari competed in breed and Juniors from the beginning, learning to groom and care
for her dogs, and indoctrinating herself in all matters doggy. An older sister had bred
and shown German Shepherd Dogs, and Shari had spent happy summers on relatives'
farms, absorbing the essence of animal husbandry. She attended handling classes run by
Don and Carol Stewart, got valuable help in competitive grooming from Gary Vlachos,



traveled with Alison Corn, but never underwent a formal apprenticeship. During this
period Shari put ROM titles on both of her foundation bitches—no small feat for a
youngster.

�� Shari graduated from St. Augustus Academy, an all-girls Catholic school, and gave up
college to join the world of purebred dogs. At a dog show she met (and later married)
young R.C. Carusi, scion of a "real dog family" (AKC field rep Robert Fisher is R.C.'s
uncle), a family devoted to "real" terriers with hard coats. And so Shari entered the
world of hand stripping, and R.C. now sleeps with four Soft Coated Wheatens. They
make quite a team. I attended a judge's symposium devoted to the closely related Irish,
Wheaten, and Kerry Blue terriers, presented by Anne Katona, Cindy Vogels, and R.C.,
with Shari supporting, and was impressed by the young couple's knowledge and
camaraderie. Everyone who sets up near this duo knows what a great and fun-loving
pair they are.

�� When home-bred Brett (Ch. Shar Dee's Let the Games Begin) won the breed at
Montgomery for the third time, retiring the Andover Challenge Trophy, a dream was
realized, only to be eclipsed when Shari escorted the Airedale, Ch. Tartan Scottsshire
Ultra Glide to Best in Show at that ultimate terrier show. It was truly a moving
experience for all of us who have watched this talented young lady grow up.

�� Shari believes that a personal relationship with the dogs is the foremost requisite to
successful handling. She stresses the need, in her words, to "read them." She says this
connection comes from experience and apprenticeship. I think it reflects an inborn
love of animals. Of course it doesn't hurt to be tall and beautifully groomed, but
ultimately it's the attention to detail and commitment to the dogs and the sport that
are the keys to early achievement.

�� This column first appeared in the AKC GAZETTE, February 20005.
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Lymphoma Test Available! 

NEW TEST OFFERS EARLY DIAGNOSIS FOR DOGS WITH LYMPHOMA: 
MORRIS ANIMAL FOUNDATION PROVIDED FUNDING

ENGLEWOOD/CO – Nearly 50 percent of natural deaths in older cats and dogs are attributed to 
cancer. A new early detection test for lymphoma, the second most common cancer in dogs, is help-
ing veterinarians and pet owners make important treatment decisions for dogs diagnosed with this 
type of cancer.

Funded by Morris Animal Foundation, a scientist at Colorado State University (CSU) has developed 
this highly successful test that can detect lymphoma in dogs, even when clinical signs are not yet 
apparent.

Lymphoma is one of the most treatable cancers, but it often begins with nonspecific symptoms like 
fatigue and lack of appetite.  An early, accurate lymphoma diagnosis can save owners the unneces-
sary expense of extensive diagnostic testing and also helps owners and veterinarians make better 
treatment decisions. The test developed through this study helps to identify previously difficult to 
diagnose cases.

“Our test helps to distinguish between a big lymph node due to infectious disease and one that’s 
caused by a tumor,” says Dr. Anne Avery, lead investigator on the CSU study.

Thanks to this study, Colorado State University now houses the only lab in the country that per-
forms this test. Every year, the university receives more than 1,000 canine blood and tissue samples 
from around the world for testing.

Better lymphoma testing for dogs is just the beginning. Based on the success of this study, Morris 
Animal Foundation has given Dr. Avery funding through another grant to develop a similar test for 
diagnosing lymphoma in cats. For fiscal year 2005, the Foundation has committed nearly $800,000 
for cancer studies in dogs and cats. 

Morris Animal Foundation is a 57-year-old nonprofit organization dedicated to 
ensuring a healthier tomorrow for companion animals and wildlife. Since its in-
ception, the Foundation has funded more than 1,150 humane animal health stud-
ies with funds exceeding $36 million. Support for the Foundation comes from pet 
owners, animal lovers, veterinarians and others dedicated to improving animal 
health. One hundred percent of all annual, unrestricted contributions support ani-
mal health studies, not administration or the cost of fund raising. For more infor-
mation, call (800) 243-2345, or visit www.MorrisAnimalFoundation.org.



RUSTY & ME — LIVING WITH PLE/PLN
Carol S. Fullerton, Ph.D.

Author’s Note: This article is neither intended to address the technical aspects nor
recommend treatment of PLE/PLN in Wheaten Terriers. I share Rusty’s story and
treatment protocol only as an example of what was recommended in his particular case. I
am not advising anyone to follow this program without the proper consultations and
recommendations from professionals. For information on testing, diagnosis, and treatment
of PLE/PLN in Wheatens please refer to the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America
(SCWTCA) website at: http://www.scwtca.org/.

As with far too many Wheaten Terriers, my Wheaten Rusty O’Roo, was diagnosed with
Protein-Losing Enteropathy (PLE) in September 2000 at almost 4 years old; and 6 months
later, he was diagnosed with Protein-Losing Nephropathy (PLN). However, unlike many
PLE/PLN-diagnosed Wheatens, Rusty has lived with these diseases for over 4 years — he
turned 8 years old in October, 2004. This story is about both Rusty and me because these
diseases, as one might expect, affect not only the Wheaten but the entire family. I share
our story so others can learn from our experience.

Our Journey Together
It was Christmas, 1996, when I finally made the decision — I was ready for my very first
puppy — and that puppy would be a breed I only learned about a few years earlier, a Soft
Coated Wheaten Terrier. However, as a novice buyer, I did not know what questions to ask
about health and testing from Wheaten breeders. I remember as if it were yesterday,
driving home in a snow that promised a white Christmas for the Washington, DC Metro area.
However, it was not Christmas or the snow that made that day one I will remember for the
rest of my life; it was the tiny ball of dark fluff with the hiccups in the box beside me. I’m
not sure if I was trying to calm the puppy or myself, but I began to sing to him, something I
do to this day as a way to calm and communicate with my Wheatens.

I was assured that, with love and care, this small dark puppy with needles for teeth would
grow into a beautiful dog with a flowing coat of wheaten. Little did I know this tiny bundle,
now called Rusty, would change my life forever. From that snowy Christmas day, his soft
deep brown eyes, sweet puppy smell, and innocence endeared Rusty to me as quickly as his
puppy zooms and wild puppy antics made me wonder what was I thinking when I took on
this 8 lb. ball of trouble! However, it was not long before I could hardly imagine life
without Rusty.

Unfortunately, 4 short years later, I found myself thinking about nothing else but what my
life would be like without Rusty. Early testing revealed that my happy and seemingly
healthy Wheaten Terrier had both PLE and PLN; progressive protein-losing diseases that
would cut my beautiful Wheaten’s life short — no one could tell me just how short his life
would be.



Wheaten breeders and health experts recommend that all owners get their Wheatens tested
annually for PLE/PLN, even if your dog is not showing any signs or symptoms of illness.
Although Rusty appeared to be a normal happy, healthy Wheaten, I had my vet run a urine
and blood profile which revealed protein in the urine (the Heska ERD test was not available
at that time). He referred us to a specialist who did testing that included complete blood
work, complete urinalysis including protein:creatinine ratio, and the Fecal API test. He
consulted with the Wheaten researchers, Drs. Shelly Vaden and Meryl Littman. Rusty’s tests
revealed that he was “borderline” (not yet meeting criteria for a diagnosis of PLE or PLN)
but within a year he was diagnosed with both diseases.

After Rusty was diagnosed, my first concern was starting treatment immediately. In March,
2001, Rusty started a treatment program that was recommended (and is re-evaluated
annually) by his specialist, Dr. Jarod
Williams, in consultation with our
Wheaten researchers. Because each dog is
different, your dog must be tested,
evaluated, and seen by your vet and/or
specialist in consultation with the
Wheaten researchers in order to make a
diagnosis and establish the best treatment
program for your dog. Rusty’s medications
include Enalapril, an ACE Inhibitor (a drug
that inhibits angiotensin-converting
enzymes) and Cromolyn Sodium (a mast
cell stabilizer). I have provided several
selected references where you can read
more about PLE/PLN in Wheaten Terriers
(see attached references and also readings
on the SCWTCA website mentioned
above). Rusty also gets Benedryl for itching. He takes Omega-3 Fatty Acids and is on a diet
of Hill’s z/d Ultra Prescription Diet (a hydrolyzed protein diet). He is not allowed any other
food, treats, bones or chews at all. Over the years, I have perfected my method for baking
z/d treats for Rusty. This is accomplished by soaking the z/d kibble until it's soft, mashing
it, spreading it out flat on cookie sheets, cutting it into squares like brownies, and baking it
slowly (about 300o) for a few hours until bone dry.

Several months after Rusty was diagnosed and started on his treatment program, it was only
too clear that my sadness and constant worry were not only affecting me but also affecting
Rusty. A moment of clarity made me realize that not only did I not have the right to make
Rusty’s life a sad one, but I also refused to allow either of us to live in the shadow and
sorrow of death during life. I created a safe place deep inside to keep my feelings and
fears. With this, the joy returned to our lives.

Although I had stopped mourning Rusty’s life, somewhere hovering close by was the
inevitable: Rusty had diseases that were progressing and would cut his life short sooner
rather than later. No one could predict the future, and living with uncertainty about life
proved to be very difficult. I lived at first from month to month, and each additional month



was a milestone. After a year, I began to live in 6 month spans. Before I knew it, Rusty had
survived 2 years with PLE/PLN and was still not showing any overt clinical symptoms.
Repeated testing indicated the diseases were progressing (e.g., increasing urine
protein:creatinine ratio), but progressing slowly. After some minor “cheating” on Rusty’s
prescribed diet (and continued high Fecal API test results), I learned how important it was
not to allow any food, treats, or chews outside his diet of Hills z/d Ultra. A year of strict
adherence to the prescribed diet resulted in the high Fecal API test results being reversed
and remaining that way (although not reversing the diagnosis).

Around this time, I learned from Rusty’s breeder that Rusty’s mother had died the previous
year at age 7 from PLN (it is unclear whether she also had PLE). Unlike Rusty, she had not
been tested for PLE/PLN until clinical symptoms appeared, and at that point, her kidneys
were so damaged that treatment could not extend her life. She died within a month or two
after being diagnosed. Despite the fact Rusty was diagnosed early and treatment had begun
immediately, I somehow couldn’t shake the feeling that in a year, when Rusty would turn 7,
he too would be gone.

The death of Rusty’s mother caused my fears and depression to once again overwhelm the
joy in our lives. As I thought about losing Rusty, I began to believe that many of the
activities that had become central to our lives would no longer be worth doing without
Rusty. Our love of long walks along the C&O Canal towpath suddenly took on an empty
hollow feeling with the thought of not having Rusty by my side.

Once again, I had a moment of clarity. Before Rusty was diagnosed, I considered getting a
second Wheaten after seeing how full our lives were whenever we had a visiting Wheaten
staying with us. But after the diagnosis, I felt I would have my hands full dealing with a sick
Wheaten; so I decided against a second dog. But, now at a low moment, I knew what felt
right for Rusty and I. A second dog could become part of our life. The sorrow would be
there after Rusty was gone, but so would the joy of carrying on life with another dog who
was already part of our lives and who would insist that we continue and enjoy our usual
activities.

Was I worried about getting another Wheaten Terrier for fear s/he might develop PLE/PLN?
Of course, however this time, I knew what questions to ask about health and testing; and I
felt able to make a more educated decision in selecting a breeder. By educating myself
through “all things Wheaten” (the Wheaten-L, reputable breeders, health seminars, endless
reading on the history of the breed, and by being a member of a local Wheaten Terrier
club), I gained the insight and knowledge I felt I needed to make a more informed decision
in order to lower the risk of PLE/PLN in my next Wheaten.

As with anything in life, there are no guarantees; however my love for the breed and
educating myself determined my decision. I would once again bring a small dark bundle of
fluff into my life, and that bundle would also grow to be a beautiful dog with a flowing
coat of wheaten. Like all Wheatens, this one would be special, but in a different way. She
would spend part of her life with an older brother, Rusty, and thus forever carry his soul
within her, as would I. So, our story wouldn’t be complete without sharing the joy of my
second Wheaten puppy, Chessie, who turned 2 years old in January, 2005.



Our Lives Today
Although it is not totally clear exactly why Rusty has survived over 4 years with PLE/PLN (he
is now 8 1⁄2 years old), early diagnosis and treatment most likely have contributed to his
longevity. Rusty has yearly testing (complete blood work, complete urinalysis including
protein:creatinine ratio, and the Fecal API test) and treatment re-evaluation. He continues
to be happy and playful, although slower than when he was younger. Into the third year
after diagnosis, his body began to show subtle signs of the advancing disease confirmed by
annual testing. His body which was always a robust 43 lbs. is now down to 35 lbs.; however
his weight has remained stable over the past year, and he has a relatively good appetite
(and continues to enjoy z/d Ultra kibble and homemade z/d treats). He feels fragile to the
touch due to lose of muscle mass. As is typical with kidney disease, Rusty consumes large
amounts of water (Although he always was a big water drinker, it is now very obvious.), and
his stools are frequently semi-loose. His skin, although always a problem, is extremely itchy
and sensitive. His coat has thinned and is not as vibrant and shiney as before.

Despite these physical changes, few visitors to our home realize that Rusty is ill. He
continues to greet all friends and strangers in typical Wheaten fashion with kisses and a tail
that just won’t quit wagging! Sometimes, I look at Rusty and think that someone forgot to
tell him that he is sick!

I am not sure whether we can ever prepare ourselves for loss. Over the years, the feelings
and fears about losing Rusty have never been far from my emotional surface. At times, they
break through the fragile barrier as I am forced to come face-to-face with the raw feelings
stirred by the reality of having to say good-bye to Rusty. Living with PLE/PLN has been
difficult; however, without knowing early about Rusty’s conditions, I would not have had
the opportunity to do everything I could to extend his life. I look back knowing I have done
all that I could to give Rusty a happy life, and that is all anyone can ask of themselves.

Rusty now looks at me with those full, soft, brown soulful eyes that appear to be more
prominent than usual. Could it be because his body is smaller? Maybe his soul is reaching
out to me from within, so I will recognize when the time comes for me to welcome it into
my heart where I have prepared a safe warm place for it to live for the remainder of my
life.

At these times I find comfort in something I once heard: “Memories are not something we
have lost but something we have.”

Lessons Learned
The most important message I can share is the advice to get your Wheaten tested annually
for PLE and PLN starting at an early age — no matter how happy and healthy your Wheaten
appears and no matter where you got your dog. If you wait until you see symptoms of
illness, the disease most likely has advanced, and treatment may be limited. Wheatens can
develop PLE or PLN at almost anytime in their lives; therefore, even if your Wheaten’s tests
show no disease one year, it does not mean that s/he won’t develop PLE or PLN the
following year. Therefore, in order to catch the disease(s) early it is important to get your
Wheaten tested for them annually.



Since we still do not know the mode of transmission of these diseases, it is important to
stay in touch with your breeder about testing and diagnosis. Your breeder will expect and
might even require this from you. If you are in the process of looking for a Wheaten puppy
(or may be interested in a Wheaten in the future), it is critical to ask breeders about their
kennel’s specific history of PLE/PLN testing protocol, as well as other diseases. Responsible
breeders expect these questions and are prepared (and willing) to discuss these issues with
you. Do not be afraid or embarrassed to ask breeders questions. If a breeder makes you feel
uncomfortable asking questions, then find a breeder you are comfortable with because the
breeder, along with your future Wheaten, will become an important part of your family!

You can help educate your vet about PLE/PLN in Wheaten Terriers. If they are not aware of
the risk of PLE/PLN in Wheatens, there is printable material available for your vet on the
SCWTCA website (http://www.scwtca.org/). Because every owner brings their puppy or dog
to a vet sometime, educating our vets will result in vets recommending annual testing for
PLE/PLN for all clients with Wheaten Terriers.

LESSON #1: Test early and annually for PLE/PLN even if your Wheaten appears to be happy
and healthY and shows no signs of being ill. Annual testing starting when your Wheaten is
young can detect PLE/PLN prior to the onset of noticeable symptoms. If diagnosed,
treatment has the potential to be most effective if started prior to onset of symptoms. Do
not wait until you see signs and symptoms of illness because when symptoms are
noticeable, often the kidney is so damaged that treatment may be limited. Your vet,
specialist and the Wheaten researchers will advise you about diagnosis and treatment
choices.

LESSON #2: Testing for PLE/PLN is not prognostic — since Wheatens can develop PLE or PLN
at almost anytime during their lives, even if your Wheaten’s tests indicate no disease
present in one particular year — it does not mean that s/he cannot (or will not) develop
PLE or PLN the following year (i.e., a negative test this year does not mean your dog
couldn't/won’t test positive next year). Similar to mammograms in people, a one or two
year old test result for PLE/PLN is not indicative of whether any disease is actually present
now, therefore annual testing is the only way to catch the disease(s) early.

LESSON #3: Early treatment of PLE/PLN could prolong your dog’s life. Early treatment has
the potential of slowing the progression of PLE/PLN and possibly increasing your dog’s life.
This of course depends on the dog, the disease process, and the treatment. Again, your vet,
specialist and the Wheaten researchers will advise you about diagnosis and treatment
choices.

LESSON #4: Educate yourself about Wheaten breeders. Join the Wheaten-L and your local
Wheaten Terrier Club. Listen, learn, and ask questions. Find breeders who you feel
comfortable with and can ask questions of. Breeders expect questions, especially about
health concerns. Stay in touch with your breeder about health and testing.

LESSON #5: Educate your vet about early testing for Wheatens. Because every new owner
takes their puppy or dog to a vet eventually, but not all Wheaten owners are aware of
PLE/PLN, vets can be a critical resource for advising all Wheaten owners to get their dogs
tested early and annually. Therefore, it is important for those in the Wheaten community



who are aware of the risk of PLE/PLN in Wheatens, breeders and owners alike, to help
educate vets all over the country to recommend annual testing for PLE/PLN for every
Wheaten brought into their practice. You can print out information designed specifically
for vets from the SCWTCA website which describes the recommended testing protocol for
Wheaten Terriers.

Acknowledgements: I’d like to thank my friends who supported me and insisted that I write
the story of Rusty and Me so others could learn — despite my difficult emotional ride doing
this piece. Although writing this story has stirred difficult emotions, it made me realize how
proud I am of both Rusty and me for being so brave and not giving-up in the face of these
diseases. I’d like to extend special thanks to: Carol Carlson, Kayce Healy, Bobbi Baird, Toni
Vincent, Janet Petros, my sisters in Dog Star Kennel Club & Gala, and Bob and Diane Ursano
— owners of Rusty’s God-Dog, Sadie, Great Pyrenees who recently left us at the age of 14
but who remains forever in our hearts.
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PRESERVE OUR SCWT GENES!
LeoSpringer

We have an opportunity to participate in a canine genetic research activity at the Univer-
sity of California School of Veterinary Medicine at Davis, California. Their Canine Genetics Unit has 
instituted The Canine Genetic Heritage Project, aimed at preserving the genetic past of the entire 
population of dog breeds. The completion of the DNA sequencing of the dog, which was funded by 
the National Institutes of Health at a cost of $30 million, has created an entirely new opportunity 
to tie genes to diseases and traits.

Our participation is free and takes only a few minutes of our time. The University is asking for 
cheek samples from distinct populations of dogs with the express purpose of assembling a com-

prehensive genetic repository that represents all of dogdom. The current DNA 
bank adequately reflects the genetic heritage of more than 100 recognized 
breeds. An additional 400 international canine populations remain unrepresent-
ed. This is our opportunity to insure the inclusion of Wheatens in this project.

DNA sample collection kits (free) are available on request from: http://www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/re-
questform, and click on “AKC Registered”. Specify the number of kits (1 kit per dog) required for 
your Wheatens. The kits will arrive in a few days and contain 2 swabs per dog and postage-paid 
envelope for return to their laboratory at the Center for Veterinary Genetics. The sample collection 
process is very simple and takes less than a minute per dog. Complete directions come with the kit.

You may note on the website a list of breeds most needed, and that Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers 
are not on the list. The list is of those dogs for which they have received few or no DNA samples. 
I asked them if they still needed samples for SCWTs, and they said that they would like as many 
samples as we could send, and to spread the word to Wheaten owners.



bannerscwt@yahoo.com

Shower Musings
We all have our favorite spots where idle thoughts percolate. Mine is the shower. This
explains why I regularly use up all the hot water. This column is the equivalent of my
morning shower, full of short takes.

----------------

What’s a Devil’s Advocate?
The dictionary reminds us that the devil’s advocate is an official appointed by the
Roman Catholic Church to argue against a potential saint’s canonization.

Seems to me if even the Church can find room for dissent, so can a dog club. SCWTCA
finds it here in the pages of Benchmarks…good.

Readers should remember this is an opinion column, labeled as such. MY opinions. Not
SCWTCA’s. Not the Benchmarks editor’s. Mine.

So from here on, I’ve asked the editor to include my email address



bannerscwt@yahoo.com under my byline. Complain to me…and to anyone and everyone
else you want to.

After all to a Devil’s Advocate, nothing’s sacred.

----------------

Clearing Up a Few More Things
It seems my last column caused some discussion. I even understand there are some
letters to the editor. I don’t know their content but to those writers, I say the same
thing I did to those who wrote me, both pro and con:

Good for you.

Good for you for speaking up. For saying what you think. For knowing we aren’t always
going to agree…and sometimes it’ll be messy…but when we stop talking in order to be
“nice,” we’re doomed.

One more thing. Everyone who works for a dog club is doing something right. Doesn’t
matter if they are a committee chair, a schlepper, or a Board member. If my citing one
group’s contributions led any reader to interpret it as suggesting another group has no
value…you read it wrong. End of story.

----------------

Fixing Breeding Problems
One of the clichés I’ve been hearing with frequency lately is “Don’t worry, you can fix
it in one generation.”

Oh?

Then how come we don’t have more really good dogs out there?

----------------

Getting a Kick Out of Things
It’s likely there’s not a day that goes by for any of us in dogs that we don’t find
something that tickles us. John and I still giggle about Morgen, now closing in on 3, the
first one out of her litter box with a “zoom, zoom” down the hallway and back to
report to her littermates about the wide, wonderful world out there.

We’ve gotten a kick out of dog shows we wouldn’t have expected to enjoy. Little
convivial ones in the middle of nowhere but near towns hiding outstanding restaurants.
Big ones, crowded and busy and tiring, that make you shiver when you step into their
carpeted rings.

There’s the spontaneous “Cool!” when a friend emails you about a special win. Maybe



it’s their first puppy and a match show. Maybe it’s their 800th and a weekend for the
record books. Whatever, it makes you grin for them…even as you might wish to be in
their shoes.

So, when you’re feeling particularly cranky, remember: if you can still get a kick out of
puppies and a win, especially if it isn’t yours, you aren’t ready to get out of dogs.

----------------

Getting Personal
I love The Godfather. Maybe not as much as a former roommate did…who in pre-VCR
days saw it 22 times…but enough to know most scenes pretty well. I always liked the
one where the family is planning retribution for Don Corleone’s shooting and Michael
reassures his brother that “It’s not personal, Sonny. It’s strictly business.”

All too often I hear that things in dogs are “personal”…or its first cousin, “political.”
You know what I mean. Someone takes a stand. The conventional wisdom is it’s for
“personal” reasons…a dog they bred is sick, a friendship has gone sour, a disappointing
loss. Or a dog gets a nice win and the reason is “political”…the judge only puts up
handlers or knows the breeder or once had dinner with the co-owners’ third cousin
twice removed.

We can’t get away from the fact we’re humans with emotions involved in a competitive
activity. That combination certainly impacts how we think and act…human, remember?
And, no I’m not naïve; I do know that some judges evaluate the wrong end of the lead
and some people have questionable motives.

But the label “personal” or “political” can be a very easy excuse. Isn’t it easier to say a
win was “political” than to look at your dog or your presentation skills and realize you
lost for a reason? (Whatever happened to the old rule of thumb: show to a judge 3
times before writing him off?) Isn’t it easier to dismiss a challenging idea, especially if
it’s new or different, than to grapple with possibly unpleasant consequences?

So the next time you hear…or you’re tempted to say…”it’s personal”, first be sure of
this: you’re not justifying mediocrity or laziness or cowardice.

----------------

Allergies and Dogs
(No, I didn’t throw that in there to make every breeder cringe.)

But I have a question: if the people who call asking about Wheatens are representative
of Americans, are we going to survive? I mean, doesn’t it seem to you at least 75% of
the families have allergies? Eventually, about half finally concede the person has never
really demonstrated dog allergies but they’re “allergy-prone.”

Look, folks, if any of you are reading this: we’re not stupid! We aren’t buying it, any
more than we believe you’ve done “tons” of research when you spell it “wheaton.”



You’re not going to the top of the list because we think your child just might, possibly,
one day, sneeze.

Just admit you don’t want hair in your food. We don’t either. As long as you’re also
prepared to comb it, we’ll all get along just fine.

----------------

“Pretty” Nuts
We all know how I feel about breeding for “pretty”…not the practice, my opinion of
people who complain about it. So I’m glad a participant reported this story, rather than
my having been present. It wouldn’t have been “pretty.”

There was a ringside conversation about an impressive dog. Someone commented, “It’s
too bad they breed according to the standard instead of for health.”

Oh really?

Does that mean that if I produce healthy mutts I’m a better breeder and my dogs should
win? And, please, where in the standard does it say we should be producing crippled,
ugly dogs?

----------------

 

Gotta stop now and go get the camera. One puppy is climbing out of the ex-pen and
another is sleeping upside down in the crate.  See you in a couple of months.
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•When did you first become interested in dogs?
I spent my childhood with Dachshunds. In 1972 I got my first Kerry Blue; I’ve been a terrier person 
ever since. 

•How did you get started in Wheatens?
While at Crufts my husband, Gerhard, and I both fell in love with a “Blonde Kerry Blue”—a Wheaten 
Terrier. In 1976, we welcomed the first of many Wheatens into our lives—a bitch imported from 
Holland. A year later, she was followed by our first male, MultiIntCh. Newkilber Camelot who we 
imported from Ireland. “Robin” did a lot of winning in Europe and was one of the foundation stud 
dogs of the Wheaten Rebel line. Together with his cousin, IrMultiIntCh. Newkilber The Quiet Man 
“Mario,” he made history in the breed. 

•What is the significance of your kennel name “Wheaten Rebel’s”?
I had already registered a FCI Kennel name for my Kerries, “of Blue Curacao.” This certainly would 
not fit for Wheatens so I decided to have “Wheaten Rebel”—“Wheaten” for the Breed and “Rebel” 
for the characteristics of Irish people. The name was registered by the FCI in 1976. 

•How long have you been breeding Wheatens?
In 1978, the first Wheaten Rebel’s (WR) 
litter was born. WRs now live in America, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Eng-
land, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Russia, 
Sweden, Switzerland. and The Netherlands. 
Several have become the foundation of lines 
in Canada, the United States, England, Ire-
land, and on the Continent. 

•Who in North America owns these lines, 
and what are the dogs names?
In Canada, Maureen Marinelli owns several 
dogs from us. The most important ones are 
the first bitch Ch. WR Rathleanbh and Ch. 
WR Tagarach Rath. 

In the US, Major Langone and Mary Pickford imported WB Scarlet 
O’Hara in 1985, with that “Mario” daughter followed by two bitches in 1990 & ‘91: WR Heart & 
Soul and WR Irish Heartbeat owned by Joe McDuffie. In 1993, WR Odessa File “Riki” went to Neil 
O’Sullivan and Gerard Thomson; he is co-owned by Maureen Prokosch and Jean Peterson (Newkilber 
Kennels), my best friends and mentors since I met them in Ireland in 1977. In 1996, WR Raleigh at 

Interview with 
Margret Möeller-Sieber

Carol Carlson

WHEATEN REBEL’S EVENING STAR



Celtic went to Roni & Jim Andrews (Soldiersong) followed by WR WolfeTone in 1998; both became 
US Champions always owner-handled by Roni. Both dogs came out of an extremely successful com-
bination of MultiCh. Danterri Wheaten Man About Town x MultiCh. WR Ornella My Love (litter sister 
to Riki). Out of their first litter together, the R-litter, WR Rock Me Ruby went to Stig Jureen in Swe-
den and became the foundation bitch of his Windisle Kennel, while WR Rose of Tralee stayed home 
and made her way here. Out of their W-Litter (the repeat breeding), two males went to Canada: 
WR Wallstreet Rath and WR Wildest Dreams; both became Canadian and US Champions. Ch. WR 
Wait ‘N’ See, a bitch called “Willow,” went to the US to John & Cindy Prokop (Honeylee), while 
WR Walk On Top “Sam” and two other bitches became Champions at home. Sam, by the way, is Top 
Producer in the U.S. for 2003.

In 2002, Bev McDonald (Greentree) visited us and took WR Eve Of Destruction back with her to the 
US; in 2004, Bev bred one of her bitches to our pres-
ent top-winning male MultiCh WR Carlos Santara 
(pictured here with Margret).

•Do you also have dogs in the United Kingdom?
In England, we are represented by JuniorCh WR Dia-
mond Forever, a “Sam” daughter owned by Marilyn 
& Mike Smith. “Soly” will be bred in the near fu-
ture.

In Ireland, Eileen Collins-Kennedy and her husband 
Ray are breeding under the kennel name Ballin-
vounig. They own WR Take a Chance “Cara.” Cara’s 
first litter with EngCh. Starcadia Tailspin produced 
IrCh. Bailinvounig Chance Taken. “Chancie” bred to 
Ch. WR Carlos Santana, produced the first home-
bred U.S. champion for Eileen and Ray: CH Ball-
invounig True Chance, owned by Fran Talbot and 
Kenna Kachel.

•Can you name a few on the Continent?
A few kennels that you might recognize in Germany 
started with Wheaten Rebel bitches: v.Sennhüs, 
Courageous Wheatens, Wheaten Volunteers, v.d. 
Steig, Wizard Wheatens, Choroschie Drusja, Never Lasting’s, v. Schweizerhof, vom Fischerhof, 
Wheaten Joy, etc.

In Austria: Margit Hannak in 1982 with WR Irish Top Star; in Finland, Tuula Lahtinnen with WR Emma 
Peel; in France, Mme Piere with WR Disco Queen; in Czech Republic, Teres Kovasc with WR Nightin-
gale; in 1984, in Holland, Lies Aalberts with Ch. WR Quality Girl 1984 and WR Twilight Tara.

•Who were the first Wheaten Rebel dogs to be campaigned in the U.S.?
In 1998, WR’s first AKC champion title went to Ch. Wheaten Rebel’s Rathleanbh “Tahme,” owned 
by Maureen Marinelli (Canada), followed by her litter sister, Ch. Wheaten Rebel’s Raleigh at Celtic 
“Raleigh,” owned by Roni & Jim Andrews. From the “R” litter mentioned earlier, they were sired by 



the most titled Wheaten in the world, MultiCh. Danterri Wheaten Man about Town “Michael” who 
joined the Möeller-Sieber family in 1988 at the age of eight weeks.

•Have you imported any dogs from North America?
In 1989, the first American import came to the Wheaten Rebel’s kennel: AmDutchCh. Glenlyric I 
Walk The Line, “Kevin,” bred by the late Mary Pickford. The most recent import to the Möeller-
Sieber household is Newkilber Foreign Affair bred by Maureen Prokosch and Jean Peterson.

Another recent import is pictured here: 
Honeylee’s Kiss Me I’m Irish, “Kiwi,” 
who was brought over by her breed-
ers John & Cindy Prokop along with her 
brother, Honeylee’s Lord Of My Heart. 
Both are doing very well in the show 
ring here. Kiwi who has completely 
stolen my heart already has 2 ResBISs 
plus several BOBs to her credit, all won 
out of the Junior Class at Special Ter-
rier Shows.

•When did you first start judging?
As I became involved in the terrier 
world, I decided to pursue judging 
privileges. In 1996, I finished my educa-
tion for all Terrier Breeds for FCI Group 
III (Terriers) and became a Terrier Spe-
cialist Judge. I am allowed to give CACs 
and CACiBs in all FCI countries.

•Where have you judged?
Ireland, England, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Denmark, Austria, Sweden, and 
Finland, and the United States. November 2004 was my first judging assignment in the U.S. when 
I judged all terrier breeds at the Sun County Terrier Club. [Editor’s note: Margret also judged 37 
Wheatens in St. Petersburg, Russia in mid-January this year.]

•What was your most memorable judging assignment?
In 2003, I was honored with an invitation to judge Wheatens at the World show in Dortmund, Ger-
many with an entry of 55 dogs. It was a great honor to judge this event especially since this was 
the year we celebrated our 25th year Kennel Jubilee and 25 years of Wheatens in Germany

•What is your favorite Wheaten story?
Because we always have had more than one dog, we have problems when we go on holidays. Once 
a year, I have my “Ladies Sun Holidays,” trying to get a good tan. Once we were in southern Swit-
zerland where we had a little cottage in the mountains. As usual, we took some dogs with us—”Mi-
chael” and one of his daughters and my friend’s Basset Griffon Vendeen joined us on this trip. The 



dogs got along fine. At breakfast, we separated them with their bullsticks to avoid any fights. While 
my friend and I enjoyed our breakfast and the sun, the deep blue sky, and beautiful mountain view 
from the balcony, all of a sudden I saw a Wheaten jumping out of the window and ending up on a 
very small roof over the front door. My breath was taken away. There was Michael standing there 
trying to keep his balance…; my friend saved him and said later that never before had she seen me 
so pale—and we had just worked so hard to get tan.

•How are you involved in the Wheaten breed?
I am a member of the breed clubs in Ireland, England, The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and 
Finland. I have been breed-representative for Wheatens to the German Terrier Klub (KFT) since 
1978.



Sun Country in the Fall
Roni Andrews

The Sun Country Terrier Club’s fall show was held at a new site this year: the Phoenix Munici-
pal Stadium, set within the city of Phoenix, in the portion housing the botanical gardens, zoo, and 
a golf course. Nestled at the foot of the red rock Papago Buttes, it is a lovely, close-in setting for 
the show.

Sun Country Terrier Club did the Wheatens proud, providing large grooming and hospitality tents for 
our use (and their famous Krispy Kreme donut breakfast). The Genetic Research Fund silent auc-
tion and sale table, the potluck buffet lunch (provided by the Arizona Wheaten fanciers), and the 
grooming area were together in a large, covered space. There was plenty of room for grooming, 
shopping, eating, and socializing.

In our nearby ring, FCI judge Margret Möeller-Sieber efficiently, thoughtfully and thoroughly con-
ducted her very first U.S. judging assignment. Margret judged all the FCI terrier group terriers over 
the weekend, along with some toy breeds that are considered terriers in Europe. She must have 
been an excellent judge, as she has already been invited back to judge a national specialty for 
another terrier breed!

Our home that weekend was an international one with SCWT-breeders, Margret in residence from 
Germany, Eileen Collins from Ireland, and Malcolm & Sandra Jeffries and Carole Barnes-Davies 
from England. We enjoyed our international visitors and they enjoyed shopping Arizona and the dog 
shows, taking many photos, sightseeing and watching dogs mad visiting with other Wheaten people. 
For Malcolm and Carole, it was their first U.S. show.

Along with our European visitors, we were honored with visits from Wheaten people from all over 
the U.S. and from Canada. The entry was large and lovely.

After breed judging, Kathy Clarke managed her sweepstakes ring like a pro, doing an excellent job 
of making it a pleasant experience for both handlers and puppies.

We in the ‘Valley of the Sun’ invite you all to visit our shows,
both spring and fall, and enjoy our Arizona hospitality and warm, sunny weather. 

We do love visitors, especially those with Wheatens in tow!



OPEN DOGS

OPEN BITCHES

BRED-BY BITCHES

BOB CLASS



MY FIRST JUDGING APPOINTMENT IN THE US

Margret Möller-Sieber

Years ago, I visited the Sun Country Terrier Club Show in November while visiting the States 
for a family reunion. I was fascinated by the great atmosphere, good organization, and the sun-
shine. When I received my invitation, I was very happy to see a chance to escape the muddy, dark 
grey November weather here in Germany. The Terrier Show takes place in combination with the 
Sahuaro State Kennel Club show, and so I looked forward to judging Terriers all three days.

I flew over the Atlantic with mixed feelings after having heard the number of entries per day. Your 
system is different from ours. We have to dictate a report on each dog, which takes quite a lot of 
time; but the exhibitor, at the end, has an idea why his dog(s) did not placed higher.

Phoenix welcomed us with sunshine. Jim Andrews picked us up at the airport; we went straight 
away to the show grounds. That was on Tuesday. I could not believe that this big concrete ground 
would be changed by Friday towards a suitable showground. But, Jim and his crew managed. They 
did a beautiful job!

Friday was the Wheaten day, and I had an entry of 47 
dogs to judge. My ring steward was great. She trained 
me very well in the American system; and, by end of 
the day, I was fit.

I want to thank all the exhibitors who showed under 
me and accepted my decisions in such a fair way. The 
atmosphere in and around the ring was very nice and 
relaxed. All dogs were very well presented; just a few 
ones could have been trimmed and handled in a better 
way.

Winners Dog went to Larkhill`s Rising Of The Moon 
(pictured right), a well-built masculine male with an 

expres-
sive head and correct Terrier type expression, super 
pigmentation, a well put together body with lots of 
bones and substance. Nice coat and color. He shows 
and moves very well.

Reserve Winners Dog went to Glennamon Gleanngay 
Accolade, a nice boy with good head and expression 
who shows very well but still needs time to mature.

Winners Bitch and Best Of Winners went to Acacia`s 
Some Like It Hot (pictured left), a very feminine 
Irish-coated bitch with an excellent head and Terrier 
expression, super pigmentation, extremely silky wavy 
coat, a little bit pale in color. She moves very well 
with good drive from behind.



Reserve Winners Bitch went to Marlands Love Me 
Love Me Not — very nice in type and expression, 
with a solid body, nice coat, and a very good show-
manship. Excellent coat and color. Well presented.

The Best Of Breed competition caught my eye. 
What a ring full of well-groomed, very well pre-
sented dogs. Most of them moved well and showed 
very well. Some close movements behind but that 
is not untypical to our breed worldwide.

Best Of Breed went to CH Ellora Bastion (right). 
What a typical male, strong, masculine head, ex-
cellent pigmentation, excellent top-line and high 
tailset, presented in a super condition, moved and 
showed with lots of drive from the rear.

Best Of Opposite Sex to CH Bonny Marchael Sor-
ceress (below left), a typical bitch with a feminine 

head and expression, excellent angulated body, excel-
lent topline and tailset and a very nice colored coat 
with a excellent texture. She moves and shows very 
well.

Best Bred By Exhibitor went to Kincora She Otto 
Be In Pictures (below right), a nice young bitch who 

needs 
time to 
mature 
— very 

good in 
type. She 

moves 
and 

shows 
well.

The overall quality of the Wheatens was very high. 
Some movements could have been better. What I do 
not like was that some people think they could start 
to put artificial color in the typical silky sometimes a 
bit pale Irish coats. That does not work and an insider 
will always see that. 

I would like to thank all people who were involved and that great show for their hospitality and 
friendship.

My special thanks are going to Roni & Jim Andrews for having taken care of me so well and having 
made that trip so very special. I really did not want to go home.



SUN COUNTRY TERRIER CLUB FALL 2004 SWEEPSTAKES

Kathy Clarke

I want to thank everyone who brought their puppies out to show to me in the warm Arizona 
sun. They don’t call us Sun Country Terrier Club for nothing! 
 
Everyone one of the puppies was a real trooper 
about being run around the ring just having gone 
through breed judging. 
 
My Best in Sweeps, Edgewood Bugaboo Bamboo 
(right), is as cute as a bug!! She, in my mind, is the 
essence of Wheaten bitch type. The right size and 
she uses herself well. 
 
My Best of Opposite, Bonney Bellissimo (below), is 
a pretty young don with a beautiful feel to his coat 
and body. 

 

Some of the youngsters were on the thin side. 
Weight is so important in showing dogs. Remember, 
the way they feel is as important as the coat. 
 
We do need, as a breed, to improve coming and 
going movement. We may look good going around, 
but I saw a lot of very close rears and crossing and 
pounding fronts.



SUN COUNTRY TERRIER CLUB, INC. 
11/19/2004 

SWEEPSTAKES JUDGE: Ms. Kathy Clarke

BISW: EDGEWOOD BUGABOO BAMBOO (CH Trebol Top Billing x CH Andover Kachina Doll). Bred & 
owned by Carl McGill.
BOSW: BONNEY BELLISIMO (CH Heartstring Toast To Tara x CH Bonney Bella Luna). Bred by Bonita 
Snyder. Owned by Bonita Snyder and Caroline & Robert Volk. 

 
REGULAR CLASSES JUDGE: Ms Margret Moeller-Sieber 

BOB: CH ELLORA BASTION (Ch Danterri Wheaten Ultra x Choroschie Drusja’s Voodoo Girl). Bred by 
Daniel & Maddie Twsei. Owned by Dr Neil O’Sullivan & Gerald Thompson.
BOS: BONNEY MARCHAEL SORCERESS (Ch Bonney Nip & Tuckit x Bonney Cara Mia).  Bred by Bonita 
Snyder & Michael LaMotte.  Owned by Bonita Snyder.
WB & BOW: ACACIA’S SOME LIKE IT HOT (Ch Wheaten Rebel’s Odessa File x Ch Acacia’s Aisling). 
Bred by Barbara Smith & Ann Smith. Owned by Betsy Geertson & Guillermo Rueda.
WD: LARKHILL’S RISING OF THE MOON (Soldiersong Fianna Boy x Kara Karina von der Flurau). Bred 
& owned by Kate Judge.
BBY: KINCORA SHE OTTO BE IN PICTURES (Soldiersong Fianna Boy x Ch Kincora Illusive Ex Spence). 
Bred & owned by Kayce Healy.

SAHUARO STATE KENNEL CLUB
Saturday, November 20, 2004
JUDGE: Miss D M Macdonald 

(39 Ent - 16d - 23b) 

BEST OF BREED: CH ELLORA BASTION, N O’Sullivan/G Thompson
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: CH BONNEY MARCHAEL SORCERESs, B Snyder
WINNERS BITCH & BEST OF WINNERS: BONNEY WHISKEY FOR DERRY HUMMA, R Alexander/B Snyder
WINNERS DOG: BALLINVOUNIG TRUE CHANCE, K Kachel/F Talbot
RESERVE WINNER DOG: HARBOUR HILL RD WORK AHEAD, W Staples/T Staples
RESERVE WINNER BITCH: GALLAGHER’S SWEET DREAMS, J Pazdera/L Gallagher/A Gallagher

 
SAHUARO STATE KENNEL CLUB

Sunday, November 21, 2004 
JUDGE: Ms. G H Dunlap 

(31 Ent - 13d - 18b) 

WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF WINNERS & BEST OF BREED: PAISLEY MIDNIGHT FANTASY, K Mcindoe
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: CH WHINDANCER’S FASCINATING RHYTHM, S Ratliffe/K Rechberger
WINNERS DOG: KATDANCER’S IRISH REBEL, D Hanson/G Hanson/L Martin/B O’Connor
RESERVE WINNER DOG: BONNEY BELLISSIMO, R Volk/B Snyder
RESERVE WINNER BITCH: EDGEWOOD BUGABOO BAMBOO, C McGill



Eukanuba Invitational 2005
.

 
MILES OF SMILES...

Gayle Frank, President SCWTCGTB

“Ohhhhh this dog is soooo soft”, “This dog just kissed me,” and “She’s so beautiful” were 
exclamations heard over and over at the SCWT Meet the Breed booth at the Eukanuba Dog Show in 
Tampa FL, Jan. 15-16, 2005. The SCWT Club of Greater Tampa Bay had the pleasure of coordinat-
ing the booth on behalf of the SCWTCA as one of over 140 
breed booths.

The Wheatens were ambassadors of good will as people 
stopped by to learn more about our breed. The smiles on 
the people’s faces as they came up to our booth reflected 
their joy of being there and seeing all the dogs. Many 
of the children, and some adults, were thrilled to get a 
couple of “slurpy” kisses as they stopped to pet our very 
happy dogs. 

The booth was our opportunity to educate the public 
about how to go about finding a puppy from a reputable 
breeder and to talk about rescue dogs. Many people 

asked about 
breed-specific diseases, coat care, and training. One 
visitor was an area groomer and wanted to see a 
Wheaten with a proper coat. She was interested in 
improving her own grooming skills so she could make 
her increasing number of Wheaten customers go home 
looking like the Standard. Another visitor was there try-
ing to decide what kind of dog best fit his life style. He 
was back to visit us several times as he was very taken 
with our Wheatens.

We passed out paper Wheatens and shamrocks 
with the URLs for both SCWTCA and our Florida 
Wheaten Club websites. We provided informa-
tional fliers giving more information about our 
beloved breed to those who were interested. 
Our booth was a very popular place, and many 
times people were several deep just trying to 
get close enough to actually touch one of the 
Wheatens.



SPARRING DOGS:
 JASON & PIRATE,

 (OPPOSITE)
BEAU & CHAZ (BELOW)

SCWT 
BOB CLASS 

2005

Working a Meet the Breed booth at a dog show, or maybe at a state or county fair, is a rewarding 
experience. I hope you will volunteer next time you are asked. It’s a wonderful opportunity to edu-
cate the public about how to get and then take care of a dog.

AKC 
EUKANUBA 
NATIONAL 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
FOURTH 
ANNUAL 

ALL-BREED 
INVITATIONAL 

DOG SHOW

Bonnie Wirth, 
Tallahassee, FL

The January 2005 AKC Eukanuba National Championship in Tampa has grown 
into quite an event! The shows in 2001 and 2002 were in Orlando, with an Educa-
tional Conference held the day before. Back then, the “Meet the Breed” booths and 
some breed rings were in the host hotel. All of the Groups and Best in Show compe-

titions were held during one very long evening at the Convention Center across the street. There 
were no agility or obedience events, and there were only a limited number of vendors.

This year, the show was spanned two days with Conformation, Agility, and Obedience 
at the Tampa Convention Center, and Groups and Best in Show a short walk away at 
the St. Pete Times Forum. All events of the show were very well attended—so much so 
that making your way through the crowds to watch the dogs, visit the “Meet the Breed” 
booths, shop, or buy food was a bit of a challenge. Our only disappointment (besides 
the Wheaten not placing in or winning Group), was the ab-
sence of an Educational Conference, which we had enjoyed 
in Orlando. It seems that the conference was eliminated be-
cause of the “Winter Circuit” dog shows in nearby Sarasota. 
The addition of the Agility and Obedience Championships 
was terrific, especially since we were able to watch “Woody 
the Wheaten” perform.

The impressive show catalog would best be described as a 
“yearbook.” It included information about the three previ-
ous shows, large colored pictures of former winners, pictures 
of dogs entered in conformation, pictures of the junior han-



AOE WINNERS: JASON & LACY

BITCHES: 
MORGAN 

&  
LACY

dlers, and colored pictures and bios of each judge—including our own Cindy Vogels, who judged the 
Lakeland, Skye, Welsh, Irish, and Kerry Blue Terriers. (We hope that information about the Agility 
and Obedience Championships will be included in the 2006 catalog! 

Equally impressive were the numerous “high 
end” vendors, educational booths (including 
one about Cruffs), and delightful “Frisbee” 
entertainment by dogs that would be the envy 
of any circus! The proceeds from the sale of the 
2005 Commemorative Poster were donated to 
organizations providing care to domestic ani-
mals affected by the four hurricanes in Florida. 
Thank you, AKC and Eukanuba! 

The first evening of the competition included the Toy 
and Hound Groups, the AKC Breeder of the Year Pre-
sentation, and the Non-Sporting and Sporting Groups. 
We were sitting in the “nose bleed” section of the 
Forum, which made seeing a challenge and made us 
determined to get to the show earlier the next eve-
ning when the Terriers would be shown. 

Mr. David J. Kirkland of Sanford, North Carolina 
judged the Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers on the morn-
ing of Day Two. The ring was at the edge of the room, 
so everyone interested had a great view of the com-
petition, which was not the case with many of the 
other rings. Six Wheatens competed for breed: Ch Shar-D’s Paws for Applause, CH Banner Speak of 
the Devil, CH Greentree Darcove Fairy Tale, CH Ellora Bastion, CH Lontree Everlasting Lace, and CH 

Keepsake’s the Chaz Singer. CH Des-
ert Rose Raz ‘N Kane and CH Cara-
way Celebrate Life were entered, 
but did not compete. Breed was won 
by CH Ellora Bastion (‘Pirate’). Best 
of Opposite Sex and Bred By Ex-
hibitor (a new event added in 2003) 
was won by CH Banner Speak of the 
Devil (‘Morgan’); and an Award of 
Excellence was won by CH Green-
tree Darcove Fairy Tale (‘Jason’), 
and by CH Lontree Everlasting Lace 
(‘Lacy’). All of the Wheatens were 
beautifully groomed and handled.

The Bred-By-Exhibitor competition 
of the Working, Terrier, and Herding 



Groups was held in the afternoon, with CH Ban-
ner Speak of the Devil representing our breed 
under BBE,Terrier judge, Dr. Sam Draper of 
Monroe, NY. 

The second evening, we arrived an hour and a 
half prior to the show and were rewarded by 
finding seats closer to ringside. The first event 
of the evening was the Junior Showmanship Fi-
nals, which we think should be included in the 
TV coverage. Following the Working Group, the 
first group of the evening, was the Best Bred-
By-Exhibitor in Show competition. The winner 
was Keith Carter, a Rottweiler breeder original-
ly from Tallahassee, who took his first handling 
classes in a city park with us nine years ago. 

The Terrier Group was next, with Pirate look-
ing as handsome as ever, and doing a wonderful 

job in the ring (as pictured right, be-
ing watched by the show’s hosts who 
included Ron Reagan, and below, under 
the eyes of photographers and Terrier 
Group judge Ms. Betty-Anne Stenmark 
of Woodside, CA).

Then came the very emotional AKC 
Awards for Canine Excellence, with the 
stories of the honored dogs all truly 
amazing. The Herding Group was next, 
followed by Best In Show as judged by 

Michele L. Billings of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, and an exciting win by Knotty, the Bloodhound.

Dennis and I feel so fortunate to have the AKC Eukanuba Championship in Florida because it gives 
us the opportunity to see the top dogs and handlers in the country, and to visit with some of our 
out-of-state Wheaten friends. It would be really exciting if more invited Wheatens would partici-
pate in the show next year! 

MEET-THE-BREED BOOTH & SHOW PHOTO CREDITS: GAYLE FRANK, JOHN MANDEVILLE, BONNIE WIRTH



Show Results 
 

AKC/Eukanuba National Championship  
1/15/2005 

 
SOFT COATED WHEATEN TERRIERS, Best of Breed Competition 

JUDGE: Mr. David J. Kirkland 

 5  CH SHAR-D’S PAWS FOR APPLAUSE. RM352657/04. 09/09/2001. Dog. BREEDER: Dee 
Boyd. By Ch Shar-D’s Paws To Please x Shar-D’s Don’t Blame Me. OWNER: Marian Shaughnessy & Dee 
Boyd.

OS
BBY  6  CH BANNER SPEAK OF THE DEVIL. RM366213/01. 06/28/2002. Bitch. BREEDER: Sue 
Goldberg and John Mandeville & Pam Mandeville. By Ch Hilltop’s Diamond Gem x Ch Shandalee Ban-
ner She-Devil. OWNER: John & Pam Mandeville and Marc & Meryl Strassler.

AE  7  CH GREENTREE DARCOVE FAIRY TALE. RM361240/03. 09/22/2001. Dog. BREEDER: Kevin 
& Beverly Mc Donald and Nancy & Jos Pedersen. By Ch Never Lasting’s Forever More x Ch Green-
tree Fairy Tale Princess. OWNER: Doris Petracco, Dot Schider, and B & K McDonald. AGENT: Beverly 
Wright-Osment.

BB 9  CH ELLORA BASTION. RN020243/01. 06/08/2002. Dog. BREEDER: Daniel & Maddie 
Twsei. By Ch Danterri Wheaten Ultra x Choroschie Drusja’s Voodoo Girl. OWNER: Dr Neil O’Sullivan 
& Gerald Thompson. AGENT: Susan Kipp.

AE  10  CH LONTREE EVERLASTING LACE. RM333181/08. 02/04/2001. Bitch. BREEDER: Joy 
Laylon. By Ch Trigo Charwil Final Choice x Ch Lontree Desert Galaxy. OWNER: Kathryn & Ed Johnson 
and Joy Laylon.

 11  CH KEEPSAKE’S THE CHAZ SINGER. RM350282/01. 12/10/1999. Dog. BREEDER: Shari 
Robinson & Charmaine Statham. By Ch Ballymena’s Wild Wild West x Keepsake’s Corky Statham. 
OWNER: Jane Cook & Shari Robinson. AGENT: Larry W Cornelius.

A 15  CH DESERT ROSE RAZ ‘N’ KANE. RN015305/02. 12/02/2002. Dog. BREEDER: Owners. By 
Ch Jamboree Amigo x Desert Rose Cactus Lace. OWNER: B & R Fain. AGENT: Jorge Olivera.

A 17  CH CARAWAY CELEBRATE LIFE. RN032691/01. 07/25/2003. Dog. BREEDER: Owners & 
Gary Crawley. By Ch Bonney Midnight Spice Dreams x Ch Caraway Golden Moonshadow. OWNER: 
Beth Verner & Betty Chapman. AGENT: Shari L Boyd-Carusi, AKC Reg. Handler.



Many of you probably remember the old brain teaser, “What weighs more . . . a pound of 
nails or a pound of feathers?” I posed the riddle to my son recently and, to illustrate the correct 
answer, we visualized each side of the loaded scale.

While this may be a simple illustration, it prompted me to think more about how we look at size 
in determining Breed type. As an architect, I enjoy visual nuance and subtlety to help define what 
is seen by those who encounter my work. Issues of size and scale creep into many discussions of 
design. So, as breeders of Wheaten Terriers analyzing and looking at our dogs and the Standard, we 
become intimate with the details that change our perceptions (both real and imagined) of one dog 
over another.

We are all aware of the many requests of the Standard. As advocates of the Breed, we dedicate 
loads of time to understand them fully. In understanding its size requirements, we are presented 
with some words that are subjective and others that are not. Whereas the right side of one’s brain 
may like to focus on a defined set of inches and pounds, the left side can quickly counter with ideas 
such as balance and type.

So, what makes us believe one dog at one size is acceptable and another is not? Does the wicket 
hold the truth in identifying the point at which a dog loses type? And, of greater interest to me for 
purposes of discussion: How much does or should coat play into our understanding and interpreta-
tion of size?

Many years ago while observing Gary Vlachos at a judges’ seminar, I heard him instructing would-
be judges to “undress the dog” when evaluating the Breed. Coat should not impair or obscure our 
judgment—once you have found the dog underneath, you can then complete the picture with the 
Breed’s signature piece—its coat.

In order to exclude coat from the evaluation process, information should flow through the hands 
rather than the eyes. But how easily can we separate differences in what is seen from what is felt?  
Until recently in the U.S.—through both selection and chance—we have come to see and expect a 
heavier, more abundant coat of varying sheen and amount of wave. We now understand this to be 
the recessive variant to its silkier cousin. Over time, this has affected the look and make of our 
dogs.

Is it important to regularly measure our dogs? Yes. I have overheard some state that through their 
years of breeding they have come to know proper size and type by eye. Research shows that we 
rely more on our sight than our other senses. Can one possible impact of seeing only ‘heavy’ coats 
over time be an exaggerated idea of what proper height and size should be? I think so. This is 
where we must exercise our ability to consistently judge with our hands and select dogs in concert 
with the visual information that sometimes deceives us.

With the rediscovery of Irish-style coats, will this change our breeding approach underneath? Does 
the overall picture become enhanced or diminished? Take two dogs of identical size, and make 
one Irish-coated and the other heavy-coated, and see how many people refer to the first as thin 
or small. (And, please, feel free to add as much Irish coat as you like; the result is typically the 

The Eyes Have It
Willie Rueda



same.) This may be stating the obvious, but the different coats ensure that otherwise similar dogs 
will be judged differently. Will diverse coat types also ensure that we select different types of 
dogs?  

We know that a prerequisite of Breed type is correct size. Watch the conformation ring carefully.  
It is hard to deny that for whatever reason, there is a lot of laxity given to the upper limits of our 
Standard. And yet the same is not true of the lower limits. How often do you hear of dogs at 19” or 
less referred to as small? This skew towards larger animals results in the loss of examples of proper 
size—they end up looking too small by comparison.

It is no coincidence that after General Appearance—Size, Proportion, and Substance are described 
in our Standard. Size faults are considered major in our Breed, and we are instructed that devia-
tions are to be penalized according to the degree of severity. A deviation of 1” is therefore dealt 
with the same way on either side of correct. Thus far, I have not seen anyone promote the “typey-
ness” of a 17” male. But time and again we not only find exhibits at 20” (and beyond), but also see 
them endorsed and rewarded as ideal for our Breed.

Coat will continue to play a controversial role in any discussion on type, how it affects the appear-
ance of our dogs is undeniable. But when it comes to size; there should be no debate in the face of 
the Standard.



FEBRUARY 15, 2005

The Open Registry is a joint project of SCWTCA-sponsored research at NC State University, 
University of PA, and the University of Guelph (Canada). Its purpose is to publish information on 
confirmed cases of genetic diseases in Wheatens and to maintain health and genetic records for 
SCWTCA-sponsored research. Dr. Meryl Littman at Penn maintains the Registry at the request of the 
SCWTCA.

Members of the Open Registry agree to forward pedigrees and medical data for all Soft Coated 
Wheaten Terries they own, have owned, or bred who may be affected with Protein-losing Enteropa-
thy/Nephropathy, Addison’s Disease, Renal Dysplasia, or Irritable Bowel Disease to the SCWT Open 
Registry, c/o Dr. Littman. For a membership form, visit the SCWTCA website at http://www.scwtca.
org/scwtopenregistry.html. If you would like to receive a complete list of Open Registry members, 
email kccarlson@comcast.net.

Mel Braunagel Laurel Brunke Jil Eckhardt
Doreen Gordin Bill Horstman Arlen & Judith Kay
Kay Myhre Greg & Kathie Palincky Ann Rosati
Sara Schlough Dawn Elizabeth Turner JoAnne Vogt

NEW OPEN REGISTRY MEMBERS
Carol Carlson



Rally is the newest performance event in the dog world. It officially started the first of the 
year 2005, and already several Wheatens have earned their Novice Rally titles. Rally is a sport in 
which the dog and handler complete a course designed by the rally judge. The keyword in Rally is 
fun! You can encourage your dog by speaking to him, you proceed at your own pace, and the Novice 
level is performed on lead.

The first level is Novice Rally, followed by Advanced and Excellent. The exercises get more compli-
cated as you move up the ladder and are performed off-leash in the Advanced levels. Unlike Agility 
events where time matters, in Rally the times are only used in case of a tie score. Like in Obedi-
ence events, performing the exercise correctly is what matters in the Rally ring. Unlike Obedience, 
you can talk to your dog while you compete and encourage him in every way, except touching him 
or giving him food in the ring. Scoring is not as rigorous as traditional Obedience. You are encour-
aged to have fun.

Before you enter the ring 
you are given an opportu-
nity to familiarize yourself 
with the course, which is 
set by the judge of the 
day. You may walk the 
course, without your dog, 
and ask questions if you 
don’t understand an exer-
cise.

If the dog performs the 
exercise he passes, you 
are not penalized if his sit 
is crooked. Multiple com-
mands and/or signals using 
one or both hands are 
allowed; you, the handler, 
do not need to maintain 
any particular hand posi-
tion. At any time during 
the performance, loud commands or intimidating signals will be penalized.

The team of dog and handler move continuously through the course at a brisk, but normal pace 
with the dog under control within a two-foot area at the handler’s left side. The stations are much 
like obedience exercises where the dog performs a sit, down, about turn, call your dog to front, 
heel, etc. The stations are numbered sequentially in the ring to indicate the course the handler 
and dog team must take. The dog and handler team heel from sign to sign and perform the exercise 
indicated on the sign at each station. Each sign contains an exercise illustrated with signals. The 
exercise is timed, but the time is only used in case of ties to determine the class winner. To qualify 

Are You Ready To Rally?
Merillee Ford



each team must earn 70 of a possible 100 points to qualify. You must qualify three times to earn the 
title under two separate judges.

Rally is designed to show the dog and handler’s teamwork. It is hoped to be a link between train-
ing for the Canine Good Citizen (CGC) program and Obedience or Agility program training. After the 
judge’s command to “Forward”, the team is on its own to complete the entire sequence of num-
bered signs correctly. 

At the three-day event hosted by the Kennel Club of Palm Springs, in Indio, California on January 7-
9, three Wheatens earned their Novice Rally titles (in the rain we might add). The proud new title 
holders are Bob Nerrie and CH Hullabaloo Ashford To A “T” VCD2, TD, CDX, MX AXP, MXJ, AJP, RN 
know to most as “ Vinnie the Weasel”, Clyde Schauer and Ch Hullabaloo Ten Cents A Dance CD, RN, 
better know as “Gracie”, and my own Seabreeze First Buoy Murphy, CD, AX, OAJ, RN, better known 
as “Murphy.” These dogs are 11, 10, and 9 years young, respectively.

We look forward to seeing a few more of you in the ring soon. In the meantime we are practicing 
the Advanced level stations and will be trying for our Advanced Rally titles in the near future.



Hector and I became interested in agility when my obedience instructor asked if I had ever 
thought about doing agility with him. Following her advice, we started agility class in the summer 
of 2003. Hector absolutely loves it, and I really enjoy working him. It gives us a chance to do some-
thing fun together. I’m 60 years old and, let’s face it, it gets me off of the couch; it’s good exer-
cise! The sport of agility is teamwork, we are both still learning. Usually, if mistakes are made it’s 
the handler—poor body position, slow or wrong verbal cues etc.

When I got Hector, I just wanted a companion, a little buddy. He certainly turned out be every-
thing I ever dreamed; we always have just as much fun as we do in agility. He is a lovely dog with a 
happy personality and a lot of bounce to the ounce.

I might add that he is a knock-out of a dog. People are always coming up and asking what kind 
of dog he is and wanting to pet him. He has even been accused of being an Airedale, Old English 
Sheep Dog and others! But they always com-
ment, ”Oh, how soft he is.” 

Kincora Double Delight “Hector” was 3 on Dec. 
23rd. He is full of energy. He especially loves 
agility. He starts spinning in circles as soon as 
we turn into the driveway at agility practice.

Hector’s first match was a fun match in Oct. 
2003. It was for experience and, just as the 
name implies, fun it was. He was young and 
not very focused. He ran “his” course and in 
good time I might add! He ran everything at 
least once and then some! He had the crowd 
in stitches; and I couldn’t even get mad at 
him, as he was having a ball! He likes to run 
all the obstacles, but his favorite is the A-
frame; he also loves to jump.

We attended a couple more fun matches. In 
May 2004, we hit our first real trial—a NADAC 
(North American Dog Agility Council) trial. 
They offered 2 days of trials—5 events each 
day, and we entered in all 10 events. Each 
time we ran, he was more focused and im-
proved.

Due to conflicting schedules, we did not make 
any more trials until Aug. 2004, but we contin-
ued to practice. It was then he got his first ‘Q’ 
ribbon—how excited I was. It takes a qualified 
run (hence, the ‘Q’) consisting of completing a 

Hector & Agility
Victoria Green



correct pattern or course in the allotted time to get a ‘leg.’ It takes 3 legs (3 ‘Q’ ribbons) to ‘title.’

Hector ended up with: 2 “Q” runs or legs in standard (needs 3 to title); 1 “Q” in tough-and-go; 1 in 
jumpers (needs 2 to title), and 4 “Q” in gamblers in which he will have titled and earned 20 points 
towards his outstanding Gamblers title. All of these Q times are in Novice.

Gamblers can be hard, as you have to stay behind the line (orange tape on the ground) and send 
your dog through a portion of the course where he is working away from you. He has yet to “Q” in 
tunnelers, because he is going so fast; I have a hard time calling off a tunnel and onto the next one 
in what is like a maze of tunnels—and, of course, there is a correct pattern to it.  I’m sure we’ll get 
it, as we’re only off a second in time.

I would like to check out his herding instincts next. I think he might have some because at Monday 
night suppers (when the whole family gets together, eleven of us, ages from 63 to 2 yrs.), he will 
work overtime trying to keep everyone in sight. He’ll try to position himself where he can keep and 
an eye on everyone. It’s real cute to watch.

Hector and I both recommend trying agility!



Herding has been a recognised dog sport in Australia since around 2000. Herding trials run 
under the Rules and Regulations of the Australian National Kennel Council (ANKC) and are open to 
all dogs in Group 5 (Working group) as well as the following breeds: Bernese Mountain Dog, Canaan 
Dog, Keeshond, Kerry Blue Terrier, Norwegian Elkhound, Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier, Tibetan Ter-
rier, and mixed breeds provided they are a mix or apparent mix of herding breeds. 

My sister, Laura, and I recently took her dog Quin, a Smooth Collie, and my Soft Coated Wheaten 
Terrier, Figgy (AustCh. Larnook Figjam), to a conformation dog show and herding trial just outside 
Melbourne, Australia. Our friend, Julie, came along too with her Wheaten, Cushy. As usual, I han-
dled Quin in the show ring, and he went Best of Breed. 
(Figgy is not being shown at present because he has 
been clipped, as shown in the picture, for summer—sac-
rilege, but sensible).

Our dogs then tried herding for the first time in a Herd-
ing Instinct Test. As the name suggests, this is the basic 
test to see whether the dog shows any interest at all in 
the stock. Someone explained it to me as the dog must 
show an interest in the stock without being fearful, but 
must not want to eat the stock. At this level, they don’t 
need to know about following specific directions, such 
as going left or right, etc, but must show some respon-
siveness to their handler when called. You need 2 passes 
under 2 different judges for your dog to gain the HIT 
title.

Anyway, the Smooth Collie didn’t pass. He did show a 
little interest in the sheep, but was easily distracted by 
everything else—dogs, people, scents, the non-working 
sheep etc. He is not quite 1 year old, so he may develop 
a working interest with age.

Figgy was VERY interested in the sheep, when it was his 
turn, and kept them on the move all the time he was 
in the pen. The only problem was that—no, he wasn’t 
interested in eating them, which was good—he seemed 
to be more interested in slowing them down so that he 
could have his wicked way with them. Anyway, at this 
level it doesn’t matter, it is still interes; and he gained his first pass (and I suspect the first pass 
for a Wheaten in Australia). I will enter him again to try to get his 2nd pass, but I haven’t decided 
whether I want to take it any further. It is difficult to find herding trainers who use positive meth-
ods in the suburbs.

HERDING IN AUSTRALIA
Angela Hervey-Tenneyson



Cushy tried herding too. She certainly didn’t seem to be afraid of the sheep, but did a very good 
job of just ignoring them. Unfortunately she failed too, but Julie has another two Wheatens at 
home who should do better another time.

Other dogs competing on the day included Border Collies, Aus-
tralian Cattle Dogs, Aussie Shepherds, a Collie Rough, and nu-
merous Kelpies.

As far as I know no other Wheatens have competed here yet, al-
though a couple of owners have shown an interest after hearing 
about our efforts. I certainly know of a couple of Wheatens here 
who have shown a natural herding instinct when given the op-
portunity to herd family or friends’ livestock (cattle and sheep).

More information regarding the Australian Herding Rules and Regulations can be found at the fol-
lowing website: http://www.vca.org.au/vca/media/pdf/herdingrule.pdf



CH ANDOVER ANOTHER ANTIC CD
Kathy Lester

This photo of “Jordan” tells a 
lot about her life. It was taken at 
the local reservoir at age 13, a year 
ago. Part of the park is designated 
as a dog area and is always a party 
zone. Jordan was the cruise director 
every time she visited the park. She 
overwhelmed many a dog and human 
with her Wheaten Greetin’.  Often, 
strangers asked how old she was. 
When I would answer 11-12 or later, 
13, they would ask “Months?!” “No, 
indeed, years!” was my reply. They 
would just shake their heads and grin.

In August 2004, the SCWTC of Colo-
rado held their annual specialty. I 
entered Jordan in the Veterans class; 
at age 14, she was the senior states-
woman. She trotted around the 
ring with great enthusiasm and was 
thrilled to find liver treats at the end 
of her pattern! She exited the ring to 
great applause and quite a few tears. 
It was our turn to shed tears just a 
few days later when she left us all 
behind to cross the Rainbow Bridge.

Jordy Ann finished her breed champi-
onship with Mark and Sally George at 
the helm. She came home to produce 
one litter of fine puppies and earn her 
CD. The rest of her life was dedicat-
ed to entertaining our family—which 
she did with everything she had!

Thank you to Cindy Vogels for en-
trusting Jordan to us. And thanks to 
our dear Jordan for showing us how 
life is to be truly lived. We miss you.



Shandalee Satin Doll, CD,CGC



Ch Acacia’s Some Like It Hot, NA



Ch Andover Wildrose High On Life 
“Satella”



EngCh Choeanco Wish Upon A 
Star



Ch Claddagh’s Star-Studded Ceili



Ch Paisley Midnight Fantasy



Ch Shar-D’s Check My Label



Ch Lakkas Ustilago “#6Wheaten”




